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Design and Implementation of Digital Radio Communication
Link for Platoon Control Experiments

Abstract

This report discusses the design and implementation of inter-vehicle communication systems used in the
longitudinal control platoon experiments conducted by PATH (Partners for Advanced Transit and Highways) in ITS
(Institute of Transportation Studies) at the University of California at Berkeley. In the first section of this report, the
role of vehicle communication in the platoon experiment is discussed. In later parts of this report, the inter-vehicle
communication links implemented in both the two aad the four vehicles platoon experiments are examined. Lastly,
this report investigates some of possible future improvements of the communication link used for platoon control
experimentation.
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1. Introduction and Background Theories

1.1. Platoon Control and the Need of a Communication Link

The working hypothesis underlying PATH’s experimental effort is that the capacity of a freeway can be
increased by organizing freeway trafhc into platoons. A platoon is a group of tightly spaced vehicles travelling  using
a vehicle follower control system [11[2][3][141[151.  The system implemented in the platoon experiments deals prima-
rily with longitudinal control. The communication setup that is discussed here is employed to convey information
within a platoon. However, inter-platoon conum.mication required for coordinating maneuver may be developed from
current work with little moditication.

The longitudinal control algorithm for automating platoon control was developed by Professor Hedrick and
his associates in the Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of California at Berkeley. It is based on a
sliding control method appropriate for the non-linearities existing in vehicles [4]. Computer analysis of platoon con-
trol, using the above mentioned algorithm, indicated that control error amplification may occur if the platoon is con-
trolled without a communication link. This problem is documented in the paper Longitudinal Vehicle Controller
Design for ZVHS (Intelligent Vehicles/Highway System) by Hedrick, et. al [41. They conclude that control error
amplification may be avoided by communicating the lead vehicle (first vehicle in the platoon) information, in addi-
tion to the preceding vehicle speedLand  acceleration which is aheady required by the control algorithm, to all of the
vehicles in the platoon. Thus a communication link within the platoon became an essential part of platoon control.

1.2. Background on Computer Networking

The main responsibility of the communication link is to provide a reliable communication channel for vehi-
cles involved in the platoon experiments. In an effort to develop the communication link in an orderly fashion, the
different responsibilities of the link are organized into different layers of abstraction. These layers are modeled
according to the International Standards Organization’s (ISO)  Open System’s Interconnection (OSI)  Reference Model
[lOI.

The IS0 has specified seven layers in its OS1  reference model. (see Figure 1) For the radio link, only the first
three layers are implemented. These layers are listed as follows:

Layer 1: Physical Layer

The physical layer concerns itself with the communication devices needed for the transmission of bits over a
communication channel. The design issues at this layer deal largely with the electrical and interfaces and the trans-
mission medium underneath the physical layer. We avoid these considerations by incorporating commercially avail-
able communication and computing products in this project. For this project, the physical layer consists of the radio
transceivers, the communication interface controllers, and the host computers.
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Layer 2: Data Link Layer

The responsibility of the data link layer is to implement reliable packet transmission by using physical layer
services. This layer is also responsible for regulating the access to the shared radio channel. Functions that are per-
formed by this layer are implemented by the link layer protocol unit on the communication interface board and the
communication protocol which is implemented in hardware.

Layer 3: The Network Layer

The network layer deals with routing of data packets from one location to another on the network. In addi-
tion, this layer provides congestion control. For the radio communication network implemented in this project, how-
ever, routing control is unnecessary as all data are communicated by broadcasting to every station on the network. In
this project, the network layer filters received messages such that only the correctly designated messages are passed
to the platoon controller. The functionality of this layer is achieved by the communication manager residing on the
host computer.

Layer 4: The Transport Layer

This layer provides the function of formatting messages passed from the session layer to the network layer
and fragments smaller packets out of the original message if necessary. Proper reconstruction of the original message
from the received fragments is assured. However, since, in the platoon experiment, data messages are not fragmented
for transmission, this layer is not implemented.

Layer 5: The Session Layer

The session layer establish dialogues and supervise between stations on the network. The session layer of
different stations must agree on a common set of rules before a connection can be established between them. This
layer is not implemented in this project.
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Layer 6: The Presentation Layer

The presentation layer converts session layer messages to format that is understood by the application layer,
and vice versa. In this project, since each network station has identical setup, compatibility is not an issue. This layer
is not implemented.

Layer 7: The Application Layer

This layer defines the set of protocols for the user application to communicate with its peers. For this project,
the application layer defines the format of the data messages. The generation and processing of these messages occur
in the control mechanism.
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2. Requirements and Designs

2.1. Platoon Control Experiments

The objective of the platoon control experiments is to demonstrate the viability of longitudinal platoon con-
trol using currently available technology. By longitudinal control we mean the automatic control of the spacing
between vehicles. The lateral (directional) controls are made by the human driver in the experimental vehicles. This
project investigates the viability of inter-vehicle and intra-platoon communications using existing communication
technology.

The experiment is to be conducted in two phases. In the fkst phase, the platoon is composed of two vehicles:
one of which is human-controlled, and the other is under automatic control. The human-driven vehicle is the “lead”
vehicle. The computer-controlled vehicle is the “following” vehicle.

A typical two-vehicle platoon experiment is conducted as follows: the experiment starts with both vehicles
being manually driven. The following vehicle switches into the automatic control mode while both vehicles are in
motion. Using the information from the communication and sensors, control on the following vehicle attempts to
maintain the desired distance from the lead vehicle throughout the duration of the experiment.

In the second phase, the two-vehicle platoon is replaced by a multiple automated vehicle platoon. Here, the
control algorithm must account for the additional interactions between different numbers of computer-controlled
vehicles in the platoon. Control experiments for this stage are conducted in a fashion similar to the two-vehicles pla-
toon experiments, where automated control is initiated when all vehicles reach the desired speed and separation from
the preceding vehicle. The increased platoon size, however, necessiates more complex control and communication
mechanisms, as discussed later in this report.

2.2. Responsibilities of the Communication Link

The connnunication link is the information transport mechanism for the platooning vehicles. This link is
expected to perform three tasks described below in the platoon control experiments:

1. Data Transport: The control mechanism requires the communication link to transport data from each
vehicle participating in the platoon. This data includes the vehicle velocity, acceleration, and a timestamp identifying
when the velocity and acceleration data are sampled. The lead vehicle is distributed to all vehicles in the platoon.
Data from all other vehicles is sent to the vehicle immediately behind originating vehicle. Since a broadcast commu-
nication is selected, the link must also be able to provide the necessary arbitration for efficient access to the commu-
nication channel.
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2. Timing Requirement: Tii restrictions are placed on the data carried by the communication link: the
link must deliver data within a predefined amount of time. This is a direct consequence of the real-time nature of the
platoon experimeme. Thus, to ensure the generation of real-time control, an upper limit is placed on the amount of
transport delay that is allowed by the system. The link is declared to be malfunctioning if the limit is exceeded.

3. Link Monitoring: While not required by the control algorithm, it was decided that some protocol should
be implemented into the communication link to facilitate link monitoring, allowing vehicles in the platoon to monitor
the status and maintain the robustness of the link. The protocol enables most link failures to be quickly localized.

4. Control Synchronization: In addition to communication functions, the link is also used to maintain a
synchronization of the sampling times for control among vehicles participating in the platoon for effective platoon
control. It is recognized that we can take advantage of the periodic transmissions from the lead vehicle at the begin-
ning of each cycle of control generation. That is, upon reception of this message, the clocks nmning in following
vehicles are synchronized to the clock running in the transmitting vehicle, and all vehicles can start their control cycle
simultaneously.

2.3. Design of Communication Link

The design of the communication link follows an evolutionary approach. At first, only a minimal set of func-
tionalities  are designed for the two-vehicle platoon link, since this experimental setup enables the link to ignore many
multiple access problems. For multi-vehicle platoon experiments, however, the link design must address the problem
of multiple access. In addition, the multiple vehicle link is expected to be more robust and provides more services.
Thus, an extended version of the two-vehicle communication link, which answers many of the newly risen problems,
is designed.

2.3.1. Link Topology

The topology of the communication link designed for platoon experiments is based on the token-bus archi-
tecture (IEEE Standard 802.4) developed by General Motors. A token-bus network physically connects all stations to
a common communication medium. All network trtic is broadcast on the bus to all the stations. To ensure that only
one station is allowed to transmit at a rime, no station may transmit until it has obtained the token (the symbol of the
right-to-transmit). The token is passed from station to station in a logical order, which may or may not be related to
the physical location of the stations on the network.

The token-bus network was developed as an Ethernet (IEEE Standard 802.3) alternative to implement trans-
missions with bounded delays. This is because in Ethernet, all stations on the network compete for the same commu-
nication channel, and frame collision is a frequently occurring phenomenon. Unfortunately, collision recovery on
Ethernet is performed probablisticallg. Thus, it is possible for a station to wait an arbitrarily long time before it is per-
mitted to transmit. The probabilistic nature of Ethernet makes it unsuitable for real-time applications, since these
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applications require a hard upper limit on the delay of the network. The Token-bus network, on the other hand, is
designed to correct this problem. Here, the network only allows one station to transmit at any time, thereby avoiding
all collisions. Thus, it is possible to place a deterministic upper limit on the delay of a token-bus network.

It is not our intention to implement a complete set of the 802.4 protocol, since it is much too complex for our
purposes. The communication link design only incorporates a subset of this protocol. However, if additional function-
alities are desired, they can easily be added to the existing link design.

2.3.2. Two-Vehicle Platoon Link Design

The initial link design tends to be simplistic in terms of both features and structure. The state diagrams for
the communication link can be found in figures 2a and 2b. The aim of this design is to acquaint ourselves with various

Set PROXIM
To17Transmit Mode

Figure 2a. Communications State Flow Chart for Lead khicle  in Two-Vehicle Platoon
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Figure 2b. Communications Flow Diagram for Following Vehicle in Two-Vehicle Platoon

hardware and software components that are used in this project, while providing the necessary data transport services
for the experimental vehicles. Each station on the network is programmed to implement minimal functionality,
enough only for the proper execution of the control algorithm.

For these experiments, the control mechanism requires the link to transport lead vehicle information to the
following vehicle. The lead vehicle, however, does not require any data from the following vehicle, since it is human
driven. Therefore, the lead vehicle is programmed to only perform transmissions and the following vehicle is pro-
grammed only to receive messages, establishing an unidirectional channel.
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Although easier to implement, the tmidirectional link design compromises the integrity of the network: it
blinds the lead vehicle from any situation developing in the following vehicle. If, for some reason, the control mech-
anism fails on the following vehicle, the responsibility of relating this event to the lead vehicle resides solely on the
driver in the following vehicle. As a consequence, network management is not implemented.

All transmissions on the link fall into one of the two categories: data and status messages, where a message
denotes a complete transmission. In this experiment, all data messages are identical in format, where each message
contains the lead vehicle’s identification, speed, acceleration, and timestamp when the data is sampled relative to the
beginning of the experiment. In addition to data, the network also transports status messages among the vehicles. The
only status message the current design specitied is the “Alert To End” message, which is sent from the lead vehicle to
inform the following vehicle that the experiment is over. Other messages can be easily added into the design.

The link design also takes steps toward link failure management. In the case of a link failure, the subsequent
break in timing synchronization activates a time-out checking routine in the following vehicle, where the routine
keeps track of the time elapsed while the receiver is idling, without receiving any message. The link, meanwhile,
attempts to reestablish the connection before the time-out signal is generated. If this is successful, the link resynchro-
nixes itself with the next data messages from the lead vehicle, and the link is re-established. If the idle time exceeds a
predefined quantity (the time-out threshold), a time-out signal is generated to alert the resident control mechanism.
When the time-out alert is detected, the controller immediately recognizes that the link has been severed, and it
should take the appropriate measures.

Error-detection procedures <are not implemented in the two-vehicle communication link. The design assumes
that ah such operations are performed by the facilities included on the communication hardware. If an error is
detected by the hardware, the entire message in which the error occurred is automatically discarded, enabling the link
to provide errorless communications between the vehicles. A reliable link, where all the tmnsmitted  data are received
and verified, can be implemented in software on top of the existing link design. In addition to error-detection, the
design also omits implementing error-correction into the link’s operations. However, extensions can be added to the
existing software to enable elaborate error detection schemes to be integrated into the link.

In the platoon experiments, the control algorithm is designed in such a way that the control signals are gen-
erated periodically. Since each control calculation requires one set of transmitted data, the link is designed to provide
the necessary data transport for all vehicles within each period of control calculation. From computer simulations, it
is determined that a period of 55 ms is adequate for the link to accomplish its goals. Therefore, within a single 55 ms
interval, the link is designed to perform the following: first, all relevant data are sampled using a bank of vehicle sen-
sors on the lead vehicle. When the vehicle data is fully acquired, the controller on the lead vehicle polls the communi-
cation link manager for permission to transmit. If the communication subsystem is ready to transmit, the
communication manager will accept the data and transmit it to the following vehicle. The following vehicle processor
pends on this transmission. The reception of this message signals the start for a new cycle in following vehicle’s con-
trol signal generation. When the message is received and parsed, the controller on the following vehicle activates the
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data sampling process to acquire data from the local vehicle sensors. Together with the lead vehicle data, the control
process is able to compute and generate the corresponding actuation signals. Note that the following vehicle does not
requite a loop timer, since its timing is synchronized with the lead vehicle. This sequence of processes is then
repeated until the end of the experiment. The experiment terminates when either of the vehicles exits the experiment,
or when the communication link is lost. The decision to terminate is made by the human drivers who are driving the
test vehicles. Lastly, if there is any time left in the 55 ms period, the vehicles idle for the control loop timer to expire,
at which time the lead vehicle starts the next loop.

In order for the control mechanism to function properly, all of the above must be completed within 55 ms. If
any of this is not performed within the 55 ms loop time, a time-out is generated. The particular handler that is acti-
vated by the control process depends on the number of consecutive time-out detected. When the time-out condition
lasts for more than 3 seconds, the experiment is automatically aborted. The 3 second duration is arbitrarily selected;
further studies should be conducted to insure the safety of the platoon.

2.3.3. Multiple Vehicle Platoon Link Design

A more robust communication link is designed and implemented for the multiple vehicle platoon control
experiments. The state diagrams for the multi-vehicle platoon communication link is shown in figures 3a and 3b.
Here, additional vehicles are added to the existing two vehicle platoon structure, resulting with a platoon having a
variable number  of vehicles. Henceforth, the lead vehicle is designated as vehicle 1. This vehicle is operated by a
human driver throughout the entire experiment, and no automated control is applied to that vehicle.

The addition of vehicles signScantly  increases the complexity of the link design. The increase in complex-
ity is mostly due to various concerns dealing with multiple access over a shared medium. A significant amount of
effort was spent in the development and the optimization of various anti-collision measures while maintaining real-
time transport capabilities.

In the multiple vehicle platoon control algorithm, the communication link is given the task of transporting
data messages from the lead vehicle to the following vehicles and between each vehicle and the vehicle that immedi-
ately precedes it. The contents of the data message in the multiple vehicle link design bears an almost identical format
to that of the two-vehicle platoon link: the message contains the transmitting vehicle’s speed, acceleration, and the
time at which this data was acquired relative to the beginning of the experiment. In addition to this information, the
multiple vehicle link design also calls for identification of the transmitted message which identifies the source of the
message in a multiple access environment.

The link design calls for a token-bus structure, where the right-to-transmit token is passed sequentially along
all vehicles in the platoon. The current iteration of transmission ends when the designated last vehicle in platoon com-
pletes its transmission. The token is then returned to the lead vehicle, thereby starting the next loop of transmissions.
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In accordance with the token-bus design, the lead vehicle is given the right-to-transmit token at the start of
the experiment. To prepare for transmission, the lead vehicle collects the necessary vehicle data and transmits it over
the link. Due to the communication hardware used, the channel is broadcast in nature, and all vehicles receive this
transmission. In addition, a successful broadcast from the lead vehicle also constitutes a token pass to the vehicle
behind it, thereby giving the next vehicle the right to transmit.

Transmit
Sync message

no

I -- 1 Yes
Start Start 55ms  timer

Inform Controller
of received data

Figure 3a. State Diagram for The Multivehicle Link: Lead Vehicle
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to Controller

F-- No
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Transmit Data

7
ATcomm  switched from TX + Rx

Figure 3b. State Diagram for Following Vehicles (Multivehicle Link)

When each of the following vehicles receives the token from its preceding vehicle, it immediately searches
for the data it needs to transmit. This transmission is intended for the lead vehicle or the vehicle behind the transmit-
ter, depending on the location of the transmitter on the token-bus. If the transmitting vehicle is the last vehicle on the
token-bus, its transmission is then received by the lead vehicle. While the lead vehicle does not need the received
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data, the reception of the message alerts that it now owns the right-to-transmit token, and it needs to restart the control
loop when the current loop timer expires.

If the transmitting vehicle is not the last vehicle on the token-bus, then the link transfers the data to the vehi-
cle behind the transmitter. Although all vehicles receive this broadcast, the link masks the message from control
mechanisms. with the same broadcast, the link also registers the transfer of the right-to-transmit token. This process
is repeated for each of the following vehicles.

The above design should satisfactorily support the data-transport needs of the control mechanism. In addi-
tion, it forces all vehicles to participate in the link, which enables the link to monitor all vehicles. Although not all
vehicles are required to actively participate in the link, the lack of participation also removes it from the link’s moni-
toring and its problem recovery mechanisms. However, this traffic  becomes an additional burden the link needs to
transport, and thereby reduces the amount of time available for data transport.

The link is designed to be monitored through the communication subsystem located in the lead vehicle. The
lead vehicle is chosen mostly because it is able to allocate the greatest amount of computing time for this task. Fur-
ther, since the lead vehicle is the control site for future platoon protocol extensions (which may include inter-platoon
communication), locating link management in this vehicle centralizes network management to a single location. The
primary responsibility for the link monitor is to detect communication time-outs: if any vehicle does not transmit its
data/status message within a predetined  duration, a time-out is generated by the link monitor. If the time-out condition
does not correct itself within a reasonable amount of time, the link monitor attempts to warn the other vehicles by
broadcasting a time-out alert message. This warning, in turn, is passed to the control mechanism, so that the appropri-
ate action can be taken. In addition, the monitor can pinpoint the location of the problem from the last transmission it
received: the problem must have occurred in the vehicle after this transmitter.

One flaw that the design didn’t address is the link latencies between the lead vehicle and the last vehicle’s
transmissions. The sequential transmissions of the link introduces timing skew in the control process. It should be
noted that the actual control signals can only he generated after data from the previous vehicle is received. Therefore,
the more vehicles there are in the platoon, the larger the timing skew between the control signals generated by vehi-
cles at the start of the transmission sequence than at the end. Since platoon control can only tolerate a certain amount
of skews in control signal generation, it becomes a contributor in limiting the maximum number of vehicles the link
can support.

As with the two vehicle platoon experiments, computer simulations determine that an interval of 55 ms is
adequate for the platoon control. Within this 55 ms interval, each vehicle must perform the necessary communication
and generate the appropriate control, which places the upper limit on the number of vehicles the link can support. By
looking only at the specifications of he hardware, the 55 ms interval is long enough for the link to support four pla-
tooned vehicles.
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3. Communication Link: Hardware

The communication link is composed of both hardware and software. Hardware provides the means to con-
nect various stations (vehicles) in the network together while software provides intelligent control over the hardware
components. The software also attempts to provide an efficient and error-less protocol for the exchange of informa-
tion. Together, they provide a versatile communication link for the platoon experiments.

The communication link includes the following hardware components: radio transceivers, communication
interface controllers, and host computers. Figure 4 illustrates the hardware setup of the communication link. One set
of communication equipment, inchnling one radio transceiver, one interface board, and one host computer, is
installed in each of the vehicles used in the platoon experiment. Over-the-air broadcast-nature communication is
made possible by using the spread-spectrum digital radio transceivers, model RX&1000,  developed by Proxim Inc.
For robustness reasons, the transceiver is installed in the interior of the vehicle. To enhance the range of communica-
tion, an extension antenna is attached to the radio transceivers; this antenna reduces the attenuation of the received
signal. The transceivers, in turn, are controlled by the Ncomm communication interface board for the IBM PC/AI,
from Metacomp Inc. The communication interface controller board is installed in a host IBM PC/AI compatible per-
sonal computer which is based on the Intel 80386 microprocessor with the Industrial Standard Architecture (ISA) bus

Figure 4. Communications Link Hardware Setup (Per Vehicle)
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structure. The host computer provides intelligence of the network routing functions and performs computation on the
control instructions using the data from the received messages and those from the sensors.

3.1. Proxim RXA-1000 Spread-Spectrum Digital Radio Transceiver

The Proxim RXA-1000 radio transceiver is used to provide over-the-air broadcast commuuication facilities
for the platoon. A block representation of the transceiver is shown in figure 5 [Sl. The transceiver is a VLSI surface-
mounted single board radio, where both the transmitting and the receiving radio circuits are integrated onto the same
radio (hence the name transceiver). Moreover, the surface-mount technology enables the transceiver to be of a dimin-
utive size, thereby enabling it to be installed in tight spaces. The transceiver has a low power consumption of less
than one watt. This allows the transceiver to tap its power directly from the host computer, thus reducing the com-
plexity of the power hardware. The Proxim transceiver promises a communication range of approximately one-quar-
ter mile. Thus. Proxim’s small size and low power consumption makes it a good choice as radio for the vehicles.

TxData  _
RxData  .
Rxclk -
TxClk  -

S ynthesizel
Control I
Limes

Antenna
(902-928 MHz)

b Receiver

- Signal Processor
and

I n t e r f a c e  - Syn*esizer

Figure 5. Block Diagram of PROXIM RXA-1000 Transceiver
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In addition, the Proxim transceiver is chosen for its high data transfer rate, its spread-spectrum capabilities,
its availability, and the ease in interfacing the transceiver to an external device, which in turn provides the control of
the transceiver for the host computer. The transceiver has a maximum transfer rate of 121 Kbits/sec. This transfer rate
can he achieved if the transceiver is used in synchronous mode. In synchronous mode, both the Proxim transceiver
and its communication interface, the device that interfaces the transceiver to the host computer, share a common data
clock. This clock information is used to synchronize the transceiver and the communication interface to the sampling
of the data bit, thus reducing sampling phase jitter. The best sampling instant corresponds to the middle of the bit,
thereby achieving minimum sampling error resulting from edge jitter, the uncertainty of sampling instant with respect
to the data waveform. Proxim achieves this by generating the sampling clock for the communication interface for
both incoming and outgoing data bit streams. Data transfer is then synchronized between the transceiver and the com-
munication interface. In order to maximize the utilization of the communication link, all F’roxims are used in the syn-
chronous mode.

The F’roxim transceiver is also capable of performing data transfers at 19.2 Kbits/sec  when the transceiver is
used in asynchronous mode. In the asynchronous mode, data is transferred by having the transceiver oversample the
data stream at a rate of 121 Kbits/sec.  The edge jitter limits the maximum practical transfer rate to 19.2 kbaud. The
asynchronous mode is used to maintain compatibility with the numerous inexpensive serial communication devices
usually used in personal computers. Since the communication interface that is used in this project can be programmed
to perform transfers in synchronous mode and thus taking the advantage of the higher transfer rate, asynchronous
mode is not used.

The Proxim transceiver operates in the 902-928 MHz frequency band. This band is approved by the Federal
Communication Commission (FCC) for unlicensed use by commercial spread spectrum systems. To maximize its fre-
quency selections, the transceiver divides the FCC approved i&quency band into seven overlapping or four indepen-
dent channels, depending on the need of the application. Thus, up to four independent communication links can be
simultaneously established using the Proxim transceivers.

Proxim transceivers can easily be interfaced to the communication interface via the Roxim supplied Kngi-
neering Test (ET) boards [61.  The circuitry on the ET board is used to provide a unified interface for all I/O connec-
tions used by the Proxim transceiver, and to provide manual control over various transceiver settings. One such
setting is the frequency selection of the transceiver. The reason for not incorporating computer-based frequency con-
trol in the communication link is that the commun.ication software only needs one channel to provide full capabilities
for the link. This decision is made as a direct consequence of the half-duplex operations of the transceiver: the over-
head incurred with frequency switching is more significant than the savings it brings. This removes the burden and
the overhead of controlling radio frequencies and simplifies the operations of the communication link. However, the
ET board circuitry can be easily bypassed in applications that requires an active control on the frequency,
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Another aspect of the Proxim transceiver that can be controlled by the ET board is its mode of transmission.
Transceivers can be switched between transmit and receive modes by either the communication controller or by man-
ually setting the circuitry on the ET board. Both methods have been experimented. In the twovehicle platoon experi-
ment, discussed in the previous section, the mode of operation is manually fixed via the ET board. For the four-car
experiment, however, transmission mode switching is controlled automatically by the communication controller
board. Since the transceiver provides its status through a set of control flags, intelligent control over the transceiver
can be achieved. For example, the CIS (Clear to Send) flag produced by the Proxim transceiver notilies the commu-
nication controller that the transceiver is ready to transmit. If the Cl3 flag is reset, then the controller needs to switch
the transceiver to the transmit mode. Thus, the existence of the Cl3 flag provides a flow control during the transmit
operations of the transceiver.

The Proxim transceiver employs spread-spectrum modulation. Spread-spectrum is a method of transmission
where the signals involved are transmitted using bandwidth in excess of the minimum bandwidth necessary for the
transmission of the signal [6]. It has been demonstrated that spread-spectrum can be used to reduce the effects of
intersymbol interference due to multipath  distortions, and it provides immunity to external interference. Since all
communications are performed in an urban environment where a multitude of sources of radio reflections is present,
it is necessary to design the communication link to provide as much immunity to the multipath distortions. This and
the immunity to nearby urban generated radio interferences made spread-spectrum an appealing choice. According to
the specifications, the Proxim transceiver has a claimed bit error rate of 10s5.

Proxim transceivers have two serious drawbacks when used in real-time applications. First, the transceiver
can only operate in the half-duplex mode. That is, the transceiver can either transmit or receive, but not both, at one
time. This is typical of a radio-based communication device. Although the transceiver is capable of switching
between transmit and receive mode, a significant amount of overhead is required to achieve this. Also, additional
overhead must be added to the switching delay since the transceivers must be allowed to synchronize with each other.
The transceiver faces a similar overhead problem when it attempts to tune to different frequencies. Moreover, this
delay is on the order of the switching delay. Therefore, if an application requires the transceiver to perform both
switching and tuning, then the delays that would be incurred are compounded. In real-time applications such as the
platoon experiment where it might be necessary for the transceiver to switch operation modes, the usefulness of the
conmnmication link is constrained by the slow reaction time of the transceiver. In addition, since there is no hardware
mechanism on the transceivers that automatically detects for transmission errors, the transmitting transceiver cannot
easily detect errors due to corrupted transmissions. Thus, Proxim’s inadequate real-time support and the lack of inter-
nal error detection reduce the usability of the transceivers.

Proxim’s second serious drawback is in its inability to report its operating status back to the host computer.
For example, the transceiver is unable to indicate whether it is currently operating in the transmit or the receive mode.
The application must guess the state of the transceiver. This is inadequate for platoon control applications. Without
status reports, it would be impossible for the computer to accurately control the transceiver. The current version of the
communication software estimates the mode of the transceiver by keeping track of the various commands issued to
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the transceiver. Thus, mode switching on transceivers is performed in two steps in order to insure the reliability of the
transceiver. Fist, the switching command is sent to the transceiver. Then, the software waits a predefined  interval for
the transceiver to perform the switch and settles into its steady state, thus avoids operating the transceiver in its tran-
sient, unpredictable, state. This “waiting interval” is calculated based on the performance specifications of the trans-
ceiver and timed using the hardware timers available on the communication interface.

3.2. Metacomp ATcomm Intelligent Serial Communication Controller Board

A communication interface/controller, the ATcomm serial communication controller from Metacomp, is
installed in each vehicle. Its primary function is to provide an interface and establish computer control over the trans-
ceivers. Its intelligence is used to implement most of the functionalities defined in the lower three layers of the OS1
reference model.

3.2.1. Features of ATcomm Communication Controller Board

We chose the Metacomp ATcomm Communication Interface Board to provide high speed communication
capabilities for the host computer. The Akomm communication controller is a serial communication controller board
designed specihcally for the IBM PC/AI compatible personal computers with ISA or EISA (Industrial Standard
Architecture and Extended ISA) bus architecture. It acts as the data interface for both serial and parallel data transfers
between the host computer and the radio transceiver. See figure 6 for an overview of the Akomm coprocessor board
WI.

Serial communication capabilities are provided to the host computer through the onboard  AMD 85C30 com-
munication controller ICs (integrated circuits). The Akomm interface board has room to accommodate two 85C30
controller chips. Each of the 85C30 controllers is used to provide two independent ft.&duplex serial communication
channels, for a total of four independent serial I/O channels. All four channels can be programmed in either the asyn-
chronous protocol or one of the supported synchronous protocols. Since multiple boards can be installed in the same
system, the maximum capacity that the board supports is impressive. However, due to the single-channel (half-
duplex) nature of the transceiver, the Akomm controller boards used for this project are con@ured with only one
85C30  IC to support the single radio channel. This does not seriously affect the expandibility of the board, since the
Akomm boards can easily be upgraded to their maximal conf%gurations.

The ATcomm interface also provides standard parallel data interface facilities through an onboard 8255 par-
allel port controller. Currently in this project, only the serial communication facilities provided by the Akomm inter-
face is used. Future applications for rhe parallel data interface includes the control of display of communication link
status.

In addition to parallel capabilities, the ATcomm board also supports accurate (up to a fraction of a millisec-
ond) timing functions through an onboard 8254 timer IC. The 8254 supports three independent timers. The communi-
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cation software uses one of these timers to provide the necessary delay needed to assure a successful mode switching
at the transceiver. This is due to the fact that the Proxim transceiver does not provide facilities to provide a reliable
feedback of its current mode of operation to its control interface controller.

The ATcomm communication controller can be programmed to support serial communication up to 2.23
Megabits/second using one of the synchronous protocols and up to 302 Kbits/second when using asynchronous pro
tocol. High-speed communications are supported through direct memory access @MA) transfers; data is directly
transfers between the onboard buffer memory and the serial port registers on the interface/controller, bypassing the
central processing unit (CPU). For lower data rates, data transfers using polling and interrupt modes are also sup-
ported.

Both polling and interrupt modes of operations am supported by the ATcomm  board. When used in the poll-
ing mode, the CPU repeatedly samples the port register; any data that appears in the register is immediately pro-
cessed. When used in the interrupt mode, an interrupt signal is generated to alert the CF’U on the interface board; the
CPU then services the interrupt and processes the received data. Although slower than DMA transfers, both of these
methods offer easier implementation and full control over the processing of the received data using the CPU on the
ATcomm board. Unfortunately, the data transfer rate for this project is dictated by the F’roxim transceiver to be

I 85C30 ~ I
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5 12Kbytes  Dynkic  RAM  (DRAM)
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Figure 6. Block Diagram for ATcomm  Communications Coprocessor Board
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121 Kbits/sec.  Since this is only 5% of the capacity of the ATcomm board, there is enough CPU power to handle the
polling responsibilities. The tedious task of DMA and interrupt programming are avoided.

For future expansions and upgrades, the AI&mm interface can easily be reprogrammed to support commu-
nication applications that require higher transfer rate. An example of such application may be the next phase of this
project, high-speed communication link. We can easily integrate the current software running on the ATcomm inter-
face into high-speed links. A possible wide-bandwidth alternative to the transceivers, the infra-red optical link, is cur-
rently being developed by Professor Wahand’s  research group.

Numerous daughter boards (named the ELX boards) are available from Metacomp Inc. to provide connec-
tion between the AI&mm interface and other communication devices. The ELX board implements this connection
using well established interfacing standards such as RS-232, RS-422, etc. However, since raw outputs from the
Rroxim  transceivers have the same electrical properties as the signals on the ATcomm interface, the ELX interface
board is not used for this project. All data and control connections are made directly between the transceiver and the
ATcomm controller.

The Afcomm controller also has the capability to operate completely independent of the host computer.
This is made possible through an onboard 9.63 MHz Intel 80186 microprocessor and its support chip set; the CF’U
and its peripherals make the ATcomm interface a single board computer. This setup promotes a multitasking environ-
ment under which the ATcomm  controller is allowed to continuously monitor (poll) and control communications
without any supervision from the host computer, and vice versa.

Although the ATcomm interface and the host computer are two independent entities, a number of facilities
are provided on the ATcomm interface for interprocessor communication. First, facilities are provided on the inter-
face board to support host-toATcomm  and ATcomm-to-host interrupt activities. Interrupts are generated when the
FIFO (First-In-First-Out) buffer on the interface board is being written. The interrupt is cleared when the FIFO is
cleared. Two 16 x 4 bits FIFOs are provided where one is used as the buffer for data written by the host for the
Al&run interface and the other is provided as buffer for data from the interface controller for the host. If the FIFO is
written by the host, an interrupt will be issued to the interface board. The value that is written into the FIFO is irrele-
vant. This value is usually intended as data, and the value must be cleared from the FIFO in order to clear the inter-
rupt. Similarly, an interrupt is generated on the host computer when the ATcomm-to-host  FIFO is written.

In both the two and four-vehicle platoon experiments, the AIcomm-based FIFO[mterrupt  is not used by the
communication manager. Rather, the ATcomm board to host interface is implemented using polling operations. Under
the polling scheme, changes in status of the observed equipment am detected through constant monitoring performed
in software. Although polling is less efficient than its interrupt counterpart for monitoring system activities, we have
plenty of computing resource, in both the ATcomm board and the host computer, to implement polling. Moreover, the
polling-based system is far less difficult to implement than a interrupt-based system, which reduces the development
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time of the overall system. Therefore. the more complex interrupt-based system is not implemented for these network
experiments.

The second ATcomm-host interfacing facility is the memory on the ATcomm board. ATcomm board pro-
vides a hefty 5 12K of DRAM for the storage of the onboard  software and related run-time variables. Of this 5 12K
RAM, 256K RAM is tmaccessible  from the host computer. This memory is primarily used for local software and tem-
porary data storage. The remaining 256Ks are mapped as a bank of dual-port memory, thus providing block access to
both the host computer and the ATcomm board. This dual-port memory is normally used as a buffer for user-desired
data. It provides the capability for fast transfers of large blocks of data between the host computer and the ATcomm
controller. In addition to data, the dual-port memory also performs the passing of status messages and commands; the
polling algorithm monitors this memory area for possible status changes and receiving commands.

Although AI’comm interface is complete with advanced hardware, it is the software that gives intelligence to
the ATcomm interface. This software takes on the responsibility to process, buffer, and notify the host computer when
messages have been received. It also handles the necessary processing for outgoing messages and any requests issued
by the host computer. Furthermore, it maintains the proper operation of the ATcomm interface and the transceiver.
Since no operating system software was supplied with the ATcomm controller board, typical of an embedded control-
ler, thus all codes executed on the ATcomm board must provide the necessary system maintenance functions. This
increases the size and the time in the development of the code, but it also provides a greater degree of control for the
software. All software written for the ATcomm controller are loaded from the host computer down into the ATcomm
board and executed through an onboard debugger/monitor. The onboard  ATcomm interface software is discussed in
more detail in section 4.

3.2.2.8X30  Serial Communication Controller

The serial communication functions supported by the ATcomm communication interface board are per-
formed by the onboard 85C30  communication controller. The AMD 85C30  serial communication controller IC is
responsible for control of the serial communication between the communication controller board and the Proxim
transceiver [51. See figure 7 for the block diagram of the 85C30 controller chip. The 85C30 controller chip is
designed to work with the 8- and 16-bit microprocessors; thus it can be programmed to work closely with the other
components on the AI’comm controller board.

Two 85C30 serial communication controllers can be installed on one AIcomm controller board. Each
85C30 controller is capable of controlling two full-duplex serial channels, where each channel can be programmed to
provide independent communicatior.  with the external world. However, since only one communication channel is
needed for the platoon experiments, only one 85C30 IC is installed on the ATcomm board used for this project.

Each channel supports high speed serial communications of up to 4 Mbit&c,  according to 85C30 specifica-
tion. However, due to the limitations of the ATcomm board, the maximum transfer rate supported is actually 2.23
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Mbits/second. Although the maximum transfer rate for this project is only 121 Kbitskc (dictated by the Proxim
transceiver), the high speed capabilities of the 85C30 gives us the option of moving into more advanced (and faster)
forms of communications while retaining the same communication interfacing hardware, thereby reducing hardware
cost and minimizing software development for the new setup.

The 85C30  controller is capable of supporting a wide variety of communication protocols, in both asyn-
chronous and synchronous flavors. This greatly extends the flexibility of the 85C30 controller for wide range of com-
munication applications. In applications where the communication hardware only supports asynchronous
comnnmication (such as standard voice-band modems), the 85C30 can be programmed to provide the proper support,
thus replacing a dedicated universal asynchronous receiver-transmitter (UAKT).  The 85C30 also provides support for
two popular synchronous protocols: the Binary Synchronous Communication (Bisync) protocol (a synchronous char-
acter-oriented protocol popularly used for polling remote terminals) and the SDLC (Synchronous Data Link Control)
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protocol, which are synchronous bit-oriented protocols. In this project, a synchronous protocol is used in order to
maximize the communication efficiency of the Proxim transceivers.

Of all the synchronous protocols supported by the 85C30, one protocol is selected for its richness in feature.
The protocol selected is the SDLC synchronous protocol. The SDLC protocol is derived originaIly  from the data link
protocol used in the SNA (Systems Network Architecture), developed by IBM. IBM later submitted the SDLC proto-
col to ANSI (American National Standard Institute) and IS0 for acceptance as standards in the US and the interna-
tional networking communities. ANSI mod&d SDLC protocol to become the ADCCP (Advanced Data
Communication Control Procedure). Meanwhile, OS1 modified SDLC to become the HDLC (High-level Data Link
Control) protocol. CCITI (International Telephone and Telegraph Consultation Committee) later adopted and modi-
fied the HDLC protocol for the LAP (Link Access Procedure)  portion of the X.25 network interface. [lo]

The SDLC protocol is a widely used data-link protocol. It has a number of features that make communica-
tion a clearly defined task. First of all, SDLC protocol is a synchronous bit-oriented protocol (HOP). Like the syn-
chronous character-oriented protocols (COP, an example of this is the IBM BISYNC), SDLC protocol can be used in
both full- and half-duplex operations. SDLC protocol, however, is less dependent on special control characters that
are used by COP for synchronization. Instead, SDLC protocol relies on the positioning of bits with specific fields for
synchronization. Therefore, SDLC is more robust than COPS  in resisting bit-length corruptions in communications
since as synchronization is lost, SDLC can reestablish synchronization by scanning the bit-stream for a particular bit
pattern. COPS, on the otherhand, may never reestablish synchronization if it suffers misalignment problems (that is,
characters start from different  bits for different end of the network). For radio systems where such problems are com-
mon, SDLC stands out as the synchronous protocol of choice.

SDLC is an in-band protocol: all SDLC information are stored in structures called frames, along with the
data. Each frame follows a standard format: the boundaries of the frame are delimited by a pair of frame beginning/
ending flag. The address field comes after the beginning flag. After the address field comes the control field. Then
comes the information field. And at the end of each frame is the checksum field. See figure 8 for the format of a data
frame under the SDLC protocol.

The boundary flag, which delimits two frames, is an unique g-bit sequence “01111110.” To prevent confu-
sion in distinguishing between the flag and the contents in the frame that happens to have the flag sequence in it,
SDLC prevents the sequence of six consecutive one in both data or the control fields. SDLC accomplishes this by per-
forming the socalled “zero-bit insertion” or bit-stuffing. Here, a zero bit is added by the SDLC at the transmitter after
all five consecutive one sequences. Likewise, the SDLC at the receiver deletes the zero bit, if it exists, after every
sequence of five consecutive one bits. This successfnlly  distinguishes the flag bit pattern from any other bit patterns
containing 5 consecutive ones.

Prior to the any SDLC-based communications, all receivers on the link must search (or “hunt,” as used by
the 85C30  reference manual) continuously for the flag sequence. This enables the receivers to perform both the bit-
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wise and framewise synchronization with the transmitter of the flag bit-pattern, which is usually the lead vehicle, and
all data transmitted while the transceivers are not synchronized are discarded. There are at least two boundary flags
between two consecutive messages. If for some reason the transmission is corrupted in such a way that one of the
boundary flags is destroyed, SDLC will hunt for the next boundary flag, resynchronizing with its peer. Thus, SDLC
can quickly recover, within one frame of the corrupted frame, from the loss of communication due to errors generated
by interference for the communication channel.

SDLC protocol address feature enables selective reception by the transmitter: only the receiver that is named
by the transmitter can receive data message. However, for this project, since every data message may contain impor-
tant control information for all vehicles, the selective filtering feature is not used.

The information field contains all the non-SDLC generated data. For example, all vehicle information and
link maintenance controls external to the SDLC protocol are placed in this field. This field can be of any number of
bits. Usually, the contents in this field is an integral number of g-bit  characters. However, due to the “zero-bit inser-
tion” scheme used by SDLC, this may not be true.

In addition, SDLC protocol provides a cyclic redundancy code (CRC) error checker. The CRC checker per-
forms CRC checks on the entire frame, including the address field, the control field, and the information field. The
CRC checker does not take in account of the bits that are inserted into the data stream (generated from the zero-bit
insertion process), the bits in the SDLC framing flags, and the CRC bits themselves. The generated CRC is stored in
the frame checking field as a sequence of 16 bits. The CRC polynomial, needed for CRC error-checking process, is
the industry standard CCllT-CRC polynomial (X’6+X’2+X5+1).  Thus, CRC is used to provide the ability to detect
errors in communication without the need to resort to manually adding an external (outside of the SDLC protocol)
error coding. However, CRC is not used for error correction. Therefore, in the interest to provide a more robust com-
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Figure 8. SDLC Frame Format
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munication environment to improve immunity of the link against communication errors, a more sophisticated coding
scheme should be implemented.

The beauty of CRC calculation is in its implementation: it can easily be implemented in hardware. The pro-
cess of performing computation using the CCI’IT-CRC in hardware is displayed in figure 9a. The entire computation
is preformed using sixteen single-bit shift registers and three exclusive OR (XOR)  gates. The 16 registers are first ini-
tialized to 1 (this is defined by the SDLC protocol). Then, the data bits are circulated through the CRC computation,
and the two CRC-octets are copied off from the output of the shift registers. To perform error-detection using CRC
procedure, identical CRC computations are preformed at both the transmitter (on the output data stream) and at the
receiver (on the received data stream). The CRC-octets that are generated by the transmitter and the receiver are com-
pared. If the two quantities do not match, the 85C30  then announces that a CRC-error has been detected, and the
packet is declared to be corrupted. The 16 bit CRC-CCIIT catches all single and double bit errors, all errors with an
odd number of bits, all burst errors of length 16 bits or less, 99.997% of 17 bit error bursts, and 99.998% of 18-bit  and
longer bursts. This is the syndrome of the CRC code. It can be calculated using the circuit described in figure 9b.

In addition to a good protocol support, the 85C30  communication controller also provides different line
coding schemes. These data encoding&cod&g mechanisms provides the 85C30 the control over the low frequency
components of the serial data stream. Examples of line coding supported by the 85C30 includes the NRZ (Non-
Return to Zero), NRZI (Non-Return to Zero Inverted), Biphase Mark, and Biphase Space (FM encoding). In addition
to the ability to decode the above, the 85C30 can also perform Manchester Decoding. Therefore, for communication

CRC: Output of the Shift Registers after last bit of message reached Stage 0
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hardware that does not provide the facilities to transmit the clock along with the data, the clock can be encoded into
the data stream, transmitted, and recovered by a phase-locked-loop, another built-in feature of the 85C30. Moreover,
with the availability of FM encoding schemes, the 85C30  can be used with communication mediums in which the
medium acts as a high frequency filter. An example of such medium would be the telephone channel. For this experi-
ment, transmissions made from the transceivers are already encoded (scrambled) by the transceiver using the spread-
spectnmr encoding scheme. Thus, low frequency components in the original data signal are effectively modulated
into higher frequency components, which reduce the effects caused by the communication medium. Moreover, in
applications (such as the infra-red optic link) where line encoder/decoders are not yet available, the 85C30 controller
can then be programmed to provide line coding features without implementing additional hardware.

In addition to line coding, the 85C30 can also be programmed to perform clock recovery from transmissions
using the on-chip digital phased-locked loop (DPLL). Since the transceiver performs the clock recovery while decod-
ing the spread-spectrum data, this 851230  feature is not utilized. For comnnmication  links with which a clock recovery
mechanism is not inherently available, the 85C30 controller can be programmed to provide the necessary timing sup-
port.

Syndrome: Output of the Shift Registers after last bit of message reached Stage 0
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Figure 9b. Cylindrical Redundancy Checksum Decoder
(For CCI’IT  CRC Polynomial: Xl6  + Xl2  + X5 + 1)
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4. Communication Link: Software

The intelligence of the communication link lies within the software. A successful implementation of the link
software must maximize its utilization of given hardware capabilities and overcome their shortcoming. In this project,
the software is used to provide control over a variety of communication hardware and to establish arbitration for com-
munication among vehicles on the link.

Due to the modularity in the hardware, autonomous software modules are constructed for each of the two
major communication hardware: the ATcomm interface board and the host computer. For the ATcomm interface, the
link manager is written to provide necessary handling of the hardware and maintaining the integrity of the link. The
link manager provides the data-link functions, such as error-checking, data framing, and data buffering, to the com-
munication process, and the driver is completely residing in the memory provided by the ATcomm communications
board. For the host computer, the communication manager is used to provide protocol ftmctionalities  for the network.
The communication manager, riding on top of the link manager, implements the protocol used for the communication
link. The manager also acts as an interface between the low-level device control and the control mechanism. The
interrelationship of each communication software module is shown in figure 10. All code modules for the communi-
cation software are written in either standard ANSI C and/or in 8086 assembly language.

Software Stack_ _ _ _ _

Application (Host software)
Control Algorithm
Special Event Handler

Data & Event

Communication Manager (Host software)

Requests & Data

Link Manager (ATcomm interface software)

Transmission Interface
Reception Interface

Transceiver Control
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Transmit Dam Buffer Management
Receiver Handler
Receive Buffer Management

Signalling
Data Transmission and Reception

Figure 10. Communication Link Software Hierarchy
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Besides modularity, uniformity in the software is also strived for in the software development. That is, the
same software must be able to nm on all vehicles participating on the communication link, there is no need to develop
one version of software for the lead vehicle and another for the following vehicles. This eliminates statically desig-
nating vehicles for specific positions on the platoon. It also eliminates potential mix-up in software execution during
experiments. Therefore, link and the communication managers are developed to be able to fulfill the different require-
ments demanded by each vehicle.

4.1. Components of the Software

For these experiments, the communication process is programmed to alert the host computer only when a
broadcast message is completely received and processed. This allows independent operations between the communi-
cation processes and the control processes, enabling control to be performed simultaneously with communication
process. In addition, due to the modular design of the hardware, data acquisition processes can be performed concur-
rently with the control and communication processes.

4.1.1. Device Software Development: ATcomm Software Development

The link manager software is written to be executed on the Akomm interface board for the purpose of con-
trolling the environment on the ATcomm interface controller and Proxim radio transceiver. The link manager utilizes
the 8530 controller’s SDLC protocoA and other related hardware peripherals to provide the link with data link layer
facilities as defined by the OS1 reference model 1101.  Thus, the link manager attempts to establish a seemingly error-
less communication link.

The system software provided by the ATcomm interface is an EPROM-resident debugger. Its main function
is to initialize processor-associated components on the Akomm interface after each power cycle. Therefore, the link
manager must provide all the necessary routines to obtain direct control over the components on the Al&mm inter-
face. In addition, all test software must be downloaded to the debugger for execution. Thus, all current software
developed for the ATcomm interface suffer an overhead penalty for the use of the debugger. Although the link man-
ager software can be placed into EPROM to eliminate the debugger and its overhead, the gain is not significaut
enough to warrant the additional development effort.

Software for the Akomm interface is written in the Absolute Object Code format (also called the 8086
Object Module Format, or OMF)  by Intel, since it is the only language understood by the debugger on the Alkomm
interface board. This object code format is ideal for the development of software for systems with embedded control-
ler because it specifies the absolute memory location for each of the routines in the code. This enables OMF-based
code to be loaded into a static environment (such as an EPROM) where code relocation is an unnecessary h.rxury.
However, OMF-based development is the biggest software obstacle we faced in the development of the link man-
ager: little support is available for OMF-related software development. For instance, software debugging can only be
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performed in either assembly code or the OMP equivalent code. Not surprisingly, OMP  is a pseudo-machine code
format where the actual machine code is intermixed with the memory location information. Therefore, debugging
with OMP  code is just as troublesome as with debugging straight assembly code. A good amount of time was spent
on familiarizing myself with the OMF formatted code.

Standard assemblers and compilers do not provide direct support to generate OMP  format code. Luckily,
commercial post-processors exist that convert C compiler/assembler output into the OMP format. This greatly
reduces the time for code development. In addition, at the completion of the development of the Akomm board soft-
ware, another post-processor can be used to convert the OMP  code into the 80186 machine code. This enables the
Akomru software to replace the resident debugger as the system software.

Majority of the source code for the ATcomm software was written in standard ANSI C and compiled using
Microsoft C version 6.00 for MSDOS-based personal computers. It provides limited management for chores that are
normally performed by the operating system, such as initializing the components on the Akornm interface to suit our
application. An assembly code header, written in the Microsoft Macro Assembler, version 5.10, is attached to the
object code produced by the C compiler to define specific code locating information. The combined code is processed
into the OMP  format using C6toPROM.  a C-object file to OMP  (and other code format) post-processor, written by
Systems & Software, Inc [ll]. The OMP  codes are then downloaded into the RAM on the Akomm interface board
and executed through the onboard  firmware debugger.

Two stages of communication software development are planned. In the first stage, the Akomm software is
written specifically for the two-vehicle platoon experiments. Here, the link manager is specialized to different vehi-
cles. The manager on the lead vehicle is capable of only transmitting data while the manager on the following vehicle
is capable of only data reception. The later stage involves the development of software to support four or more vehi-
cle platoon communication. The link manager implemented for this stage does not differential between vehicles, and
it is capable of both data transmission and reception.

4.1.2. Host Software Development: VRTX Multitasking Environment

Platoon control is a real-time application. Unfortunately, normal operating systems are not equipped to han-
dle the requirements of the real-time applications since these operating system are designed to operate with less
restrictive timing constraints, and it is unlikely that these operating systems are able to respond to events rapidly
enough for platoon control. In addition, real-world events rarely occur in strict sequences, and any software that deals
extensively with the external world must be able to handle simultaneous occurrences of multiple events. Again, regu-
lar operating systems are not equipped to handle this situation. Therefore, a real-time multitasking operating system is
necessary for this experiment. The operating system chosen for this experiment is VRTX [121 by Ready Systems.

VRTX (Versatile Real-Time Executive) is a high-performance operating system for embedded microproces-
sors and real-time applications. It provides a set of basic mechanisms that application software can utilize in order to
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support real-time operations. The mechanisms supported by VRTX include multitasking support, CPU scheduling,
communication, and memory allocation.

VRTX provides a healthy set of functions to implement multitasking and CPU scheduling. For instance, it
supports the creation, execution, and removal of tasks independent of each other. Each event or task can be created,
executed, and deleted without affecting any other currently running tasks. In addition, priority can be assigned to
tasks so that one can order their schedule of task executions. For example, one can program VRTX in such that a way
that many tasks can be executed sequentially, in a round-robbin fashion, or just suspend some tasks and activate the
rest. The programmer controls the choice.

VRTX also provides a generous set of intertask communication capabilities. However, these capabilities are
not applicable for the actual communication with the transceiver. Four standard multitasking operation system com-
munication tools are provided by VRTX. They are the mailboxes, queues, event flags, and semaphores.

In addition to the above, VRTX supplies mechanisms to provide a systematic method to allocate memory
resources. Unfortunately, the amount of memory that is supported by VRTX memory allocation is too small to meet
the requirements of this experiment. Therefore, a separate set of functions are written to provide VRTX access to the
expanded memories using the expanded memory manager, which have a maximum addressing capacity of 16
Mbytes.

Lastly, VRTX supplies the necessary input/output components that interface the VRTX software with the
rest of the world. First, a MSDOS compatible file I/O executive (IFX) for permanent storage of experimental data,
enabling off-line data analysis, was supplied. Currently, this enables VRTX to access 3.5” floppy magnetic media,
which provides a 1 A4 Mbyte of storage per diskette. Unfortunately, high capacity hard drive support is provided in a
future version, and is not used in these experiments. Second, VRTX supplies a windowing executive (WIX) that dis-
plays windowed output on standard MSDOS displays. Thus, WIX gives the user a good text-based visual interface
for the VRTX application. This is needed for the control program to display, in an orderly fashion, the status of vari-
ous components of the system.

Like the link manager for the ATcomm interface, separate versions of the communication manager are writ-
ten for the two and the multi-vehicle platoon experiments. For each version, separate and independent modules are
implemented to perform the data transmission and reception functions in conjunction with the link manager. Further-
more, these modules are combined to provide a multiple access protocol for the communication channel (similar to
those in the token-bus network) and time synchronization for the IPCS (Integrated Platoon Control System), the main
control mechanism.
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4.2. W-o-Vehicle  Platoon Communication Link

The link software developed here provides the skeletal structure for the more elaborate multi-vehicle link
software. It is used to examine various assumptions about the characteristics of the hardware and the environment
during the design phase of the experiment. As mentioned previously, the modularity in hardware forces the imple-
mentation of two separate modules, the link and the communication module, for the software. The link manager
establishes low-level device control, whereas the communication manager implements data interfacing between the
IPCS and the link manager.

4.2.1. The Link Manager

As designed, the two-vehicle communication link manager aims to implement a half-duplex unidirectional
link between the vehicles. In these experiments, the F’roxim transceiver installed in the lead vehicle is configured to
operate continuously in the transmit mode. The transceiver in the following vehicle, on the other hand, is configured
to operate only in the receiving mode. While this severely limits the capabilities of the transceivers, it also eliminates
much of the burden and the complexity of mode switching. Further, the link manager does not need to have control
over the transceivers since the transceivers are conf&ured to operate in a single mode. The only responsibility it has is
to transfer the data from the memory buffers in the ATcomm interface to the 85C30  communication controller for
transmission, and to store the data received by the 85C30 controller and alert the host computer of the arrival of data.

The link manager itself is divided into two communication tasks: a transmission handler and a reception
handler, where the transmission handler only supports transmission services while the reception handler only sup-
ports reception services. Due to the unidirectional nature of the link, only the transmission manager is installed in the
link manager at the lead vehicle. Refer to figure 11 for the flow charts describing the commumcation link manager for
the two-vehicle platoon experiment.

Before the link manager activates the handlers, the link manager initializes the Akomm interface and the
Proxim radio. In addition to initializing relevant aspects of the ATcomm communication board, the initialization rou-
tine also configures the 85C30  controller into the SDLC mode. SDLC protocol parameters that need to be specified
includes the size of the character (number of bits per character), the size of CRC polynomial, and the function of the
link manager (that is, the manager m the lead vehicle initializes the 85C30 in transmit mode under the SDLC proto-
col, and a similar setting for the following vehicle). It also defines the memory locations for data exchanges and
shared status flags between the link and the communication manager. For this project, all transmissions are made with
8 bits/character and employs the standard CCITT CRC for error-detection.

To start the transmission process, the lead vehicle’s 85C30  sends out continuous boundary flag sequences to
establish frame synchronization with the receiving vehicle. Meanwhile, the lead vehicle’s link manager/transmission
handler continuously polls for the presence of the Request-ToTransmit  (RTS)  flag, set by the communication man-
ager, on the ATcomm board. If the flag is not set, the transmission handler is idled. If the flag is detected, the link
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manager informs the 8530 to prepare itself for data transmission. To signal the beginning of the packet, one final
boundary flag is transmitted. The 8530 then sends the SDLC address field and the control field data after the boundary
flag. Then the data that is present in the 8530 input buffer, which are placed there by the transmission handler, are
transmitted. When the data is exhausted the 8530 then transmits the CRC check sequence generated from the trans-
mitted data. To complete the packet, the 8530 transmits another boundary  flag. At this time, the transmission handler
is idled and the RTS flag is resetted. The entire process, starting after the initialization, is cycled over.

The receiving process on the following vehicle follows a similar procedure. After 8530 and transceiver are
initialized, the reception handler waits for the incomiug data to appear in the 8530 receive buffer. Meanwhile, the
8530 searches for boundary flags transmitted from the lead vehicle in order to establish inter-vehicle frame synchro-
nization. After the synchronization is achieved, the first  non-flag character received is designated by SDLC as the
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Figure 11. Flow Diagram for Link Manager (Two Vehicle Link)
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address of the transmission. Since the address filter is not used in this project, the data in the address field is ignored
and all data are received by all vehicles. After the control is received, the 85C30 processes the subsequent received
information, consisting of the data and CRC sequence, and places them on the on-chip output buffer. At the same
time, the 85C30  alerts the reception handler to handle the processed data. The reception manager transfers all data
appearing at the 8530 output to the next available buffer storage, which is created in the main memory bank. This is
continued until the reception handler detects an end-of-frame alert generated when the 8530 receives the closing
boundary flag. The 8530 computes its own CRC sequence from the received data and compares it to the CRC that is
extracted from the last 16-bits  of received data. The CRC status is then processed. If the two CRC sequences do not
match with each other, then it is assumed that error has occurred in the received data. The 8530 then sets the corm-
spending error flag to alert the communication manager of the error. Furthermore, all data in the corrupted packet is
ignored. If no error was detected in the received packet, the reception handler places the packet into the circular
reception data buffer. The sole purpose of the data buffer is to reduce the chance the communication manager missed
the received data. To achieve this, the data buffer is constructed with the capacity to store and handle a number of
fixed size packets. This increases the amount of time the communication manager has for data processing before the
data is overwritten with newer data. The entire process is then repeated for the next data arrival.

It should be noted that the format in the packet transmitted in this phase of the experiment, and therefore the
packet size, is constant. The exact content of the packet is defined in the next section, the Communication Manager.
The link manager takes advantage of this property by fixing the size of the data message. Two advantages appear
from this situation. First, fixed packet size can be used as an error-checking device, supplementing that of the CRC
error checker. Although the SDLC CRC provides error-checking capabilities, the actual checking is performed at the
end of the frame. If there is a transmission loss or if the framing flags are corrupted, then there might never be an end
to the frame in question. If this occurs, the CRC error checker can never complete its computation, and a time-out
alert would be issued. However, time-out alerts can cause undesired delays to the control algorithm. This must be
avoided. It is noticed that in some circtmrstances,  the lost of coIllzection is accompanied by a burst of noisy data, caus-
ing the packet to contain more data than the size of the message. Since the size of the message is fixed, a larger than
normal packet can only indicate that an error had occurred. Thus, another error-checking scheme is conceived.

Second, by fixing the size of the transmission data, a less complex transmission and reception handler soft-
ware could be implemented. With a fixed sized data message, the communication link did not need to have the size
handler routines implemented. In addition, this reduces the complexity in the buffer storage scheme implemented in
the reception handler. This is due to the fact that the reception manager is designed to store the more recent past trans-
missions, and fixed data size simplities  the indexing scheme for the stored packets.

Provisions have also been made in the link manager to recognize status messages in addition to data mes-
sages. The status message is distinguished from the data message in that it only has a packet length of two bytes, and
the tirst byte is a known escape sequence. This allows the link to provide status services to the control process,
enabling it to react to special situations. When a status message is detected, the link manager alerts the communica-
tion manager via one of the many flags established in the dual-port memory. The only message implemented is the
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end-of-experiment message, which is transmitted from one vehicle to the other vehicle to signal the end the experi-
ment. Since the link is half duplex, only the lead vehicle can annotmce the end-of-experiment message. Hence it is up
to the lead vehicle to determine the duration of the two-vehicle platoon experiment.

4.2.2. The Communication Manager

The communication manager provides an interface between control processes running on the host computer
and the link manager running on the ATcomm  board. The communication manager is made up of two tasks, the trans-
mission task and the reception task, to provide independent transmission and reception processing. Although the
same manager software is used on both the lead and the following vehicles, the half-duplex nature of the link enables
the manager to suspend the reception task in the lead vehicle and the transmission task in the following vehicle. The
overall flowchart for the host communication manager implemented in the two-vehicle platoon experiment is shown
in figure 12.

Both transmission and reception tasks are executed in the VRTX multitasking environment  on the host com-
puter. Similar to the link manager for the AI&run interface board, the manager software is first developed and tested
in a laboratory environment, where two fixed computers and their transceivers are placed at close proximity of each
other. The software is later relocated to actual test vehicles to examine their abilities to handle real communication
errors.

4.2.2.1. At The Lead Vehicle

The communication manager is integrated as two tasks that run under the main IPCS application. Although
only the lead vehicle is required to transmit in this design, both the transmission and reception tasks are included in
the communication manager. Moreover, the same manager software is used to provide receiving functions to the
IPCS in the following vehicle. However, the execution of the receiving task is suspended in the lead vehicle through-
out this experiment.

Transmissions from the lead vehicle contain both the vehicle data and the status of the vehicle. The vehicle
data are obtained from the sensors on-board the vehicle through the data acquisition task integrated into the PCS.
The data acquisition task also acquires the vehicle status flags (for example, collision alert flag). In addition, a times-
tamp, which identmes the time at which the data is sampled, is attached to each set of the acquired data/status. The
result is organized into a message of data acceptable by the communication link manager. At this time, the transmis-
sion task is activated whenever the new message of data is presented for transmission.

Since there is an overhead in the transmission interface task (due to data processing for transmission, and
the finite transfer rate of the communication link), it is obvious that the elapsed time between two transmissions
should take into account of these overheads. Otherwise, new data will be presented to the communication link for
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transmission faster than the link can process, and cause eventual data loss in the link. For the two-vehicle experiment,
the time between two transmissions coincides with the sampling time, which is controlled by a fixed interval timer.
The reason for fixing the timing interval is to preserve a constant sampling and communication period. The data
acquisition module is activated when an end-of-interval signal is generated by this timer. It seems intuitive that in
order for the control calculations to provide the best performance, the sampling interval should be minimized. Unfor-
tunately, due to limitations inherent in the current version of the VKIX kernel, the available timer is only capable of
counting in 55 ms intervals. One consideration for this interval is immediately apparent: 55 ms may be too long an
interval to be used in the real-time applications. The later version of the VRTX operating system, however, promises
an interval timer capable of counting using smaller intervals. This should provide greater flexibility in the available
timing options. For experiments performed in this project, however, 55 ms interval was adequate. The two-vehicle
link timing diagram is shown in figure 13.
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Figure 12. How Diagram for Communication Manager (Two-Vehicle Link)
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When activated, the transmission task gathers and formats all relevant data into a single data message for
transmission. The data message defined for this phase of the experiment has a fixed size of 8 bytes: the first 4 bytes
are used to represent the timestamp (a long unsigned integer). The next two bytes carry the vehicle’s velocity (a 2
byte integer). The last two bytes are used to represent the vehicle’s acceleration (another 2 byte integer). At the same
time, the transmission task looks for any special signals, generated by the IPCS, that needs to be transmitted. The sig-
nal is actually a two byte escape sequence, designated by an escape character (OxlB) and a sequence identifier. The
only signal currently implemented is the End-Of-Experiment signal, which signals the receiving vehicle to end the
experiment. If a signal is found, its transmission takes precedence over the transmission of the data message, and the
data message is transmitted after the signal message is transmitted. The packet structure is shown in figure 14.

The completed message is placed in to the transmission buffer, which is implemented in a part of the dual-
port memory on the Ncomm interface board. This buffer is primarily used for block data transfer between the link
ATcomm interface and the host computer. In addition, the dual-memory port memory offers a flexible method to pro-
vide access to control flags for both the ~comm interface board and the host computer. All status offered by the link
manager are reflected through different flags located in this dual port memory.

Upon the completion of the message, the transmission task sets the Request-To-Send (RTS)  flag in the dual-
port memory. By setting this flag, the communication manager requests the link manager to process the message for
transmission. The request is granted when the link manager detects that the transmitter is idle, and the link manager
immediately processes and transmits the message. When all of the data has been transmitted, the transmission task
portion of the manager suspends itself, waiting for another set of data to transmit. The request is denied if a prior data
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message has not been completely transmitted. This alerts the communication manager to monitor the amount of time
the request is denied. If the request is denied for an interval longer than two control cycles (100 ms), a time-out alert
is generated to the IPCS. The link is then considered as severed and the experiment is aborted.

4.2.2.2. At The Following Vehicle

The communication manager at the receiving vehicle monitors for messages transmitted from the lead vehi-
cle. The manager operates only with the reception task and suspends the transmission task. The control calculation
and generation task within IPCS is suspended until the arrival of a new data message, since the control task requires
lead vehicle data to complete its calculation. In order to avoid the situation in which the receiver endlessly waits for
new messages, a time-out condition is implemented in the IPCS where if the following vehicle does not receive any
new transmission within a predefined interval, a time-out condition is generated by the IPCS and a communication
error alert is issued to the user.

When the reception manager on the ATcomm interface board receives a complete message of data transmis-
sion, it informs the main control task in the PCS. The IPCS, in turn, activates the reception task within the comnnmi-
cation manager. The communication manager for the following vehicle is identical to the one used in the lead vehicle;
it is written in VRTX and integrated with the control algorithm within the PCS. The primary responsibility of the
reception interface task is to convert the received data message transmitted from the lead vehicle, which is stored in
the dual-port memory buffer managed by the reception manager, into a format which can be processed by the control
algorithm in IPCS. To achieve this, the reception interface task polls the message completion flag on the !iTcomm
board and the message error flag, both provided by the reception manager. When the message-completion flag is set,
the reception task identifies the location of the data in the buffer. After the data is located, the reception task proceeds
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to remove the control information coded onto the data message by the transmission task, and converts the resultant
data into a format acceptable to the host control system. At the completion of data conversion, it sends the converted
data to the control algorithm, activates the data acquisition task to gather the latest following vehicle information, and
resets the buffer location variables, which informs the reception manager to reinitialize the bufYer. At this time, the
reception task returns to polling the message-completion flag. The process is repeated when the flag is again set.

. .

If the message-error flag is set instead, however, the communication manager immediately determines that
an error has occurred in the received message, and the message is discarded by the reception task. The communica-
tion manager then sends an alert  to the main control task, to notify the control tasks that the message has been lost.
Eventually, when the number of failed messages becomes intolerable, a time-out alert is issued by the control task,
and the experiment is aborted. Before then, if the condition on the communication link improves, the error status is
reset and the reception task returns to accept the next message of data.

The received message may also be a status message. Similar to the data message, the communication man-
ager is alerted to the arrival of status messages via a set of status flags controlled by the liuk manager. The communi-
cation manager is able to distinguish different messages by polling these flags: each message is represented by unique
combination of flags. The message is then related to the PCS for processing. Currently, the communication link has
only implemented the End-Of-Test status, which alerts the IPCS for au immediate termination.

4.3. Multiple Vehicle Communication Link

For these experiments, the communication link needs to support a varying number of vehicles participating
in the link. It is also expected to provides link monitoring functionahties for the communication link. As an extension
of the two-vehicle link, the multiplevehicle software is implemented similarly: the software is functionally divided
into two modules: the communication manager and the link manager, with the communication manager implement-
ing network related responsibilities and the link manager handling link layer responsibilities.

Unlike the two-vehicle software, where different link managers are needed to nm in different vehicles, the
same multi-vehicle software is designed to be able to run in all vehicles. All functionalities of the communication link
are build into this software, and any vehicle-specific fimctions are activated depending on the parameters specified by
the application software nmning on that vehicle. For example, although all vehicles run the same set of software, only
the lead vehicle runs the monitoring .ftmctions  provided by the communication link.
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4.3.1. Link Manager

The multi-vehicle link manager provides link layer fuuctioualities  and low-level communication hardware
control. Here, link manager is further divided into two modules: the initialization manager and the mode manager. An
overview of the structure of the link manager is shown in figure 15.

The link manager fist initializes all necessary peripherals on the AIIkn.m controller board used for the
experiment via the initialization module. This module performs the initialization of the 80186 microprocessor and its
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Figure 1.5. Flow Diagram for Link Manager (Multi-Vehicle Link)
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supporting chips. It also programs the 85C30 serial communication controller to perform SDLC communication.
Lastly, it clears and sets up the data buffers that the link manager uses in the process of communication.

When the ATcomm board is initialized, its control is given over to the mode manager. The primary responsi-
bility of the mode manager is to provide the scheduling for the two data handlers (the transmission and the reception
handlers) over the duration of the experiment. The execution of these data handlers  depends on the input received by
the mode manager. If the mode manager detects a valid message header from the communication link, it immediately
activates the reception handler to handle the rest of the data transmission. On the other hand, the mode manager acti-
vates the transmission handler when the manager is informed that a data message is ready for transmission.

The mode manager activates the transmission handler when the host commnnication  manager requests a
transmission. Thereafter, all exchanges between it and the host commtmication manager are made within a selected
block of 64 KByte dual-port RAM. These exchanges can be made in one of the two forms: byte-size flags and data
buffer. Currently, the transmission handler is configured so that all alert flags are kept within the first 16 bytes of this
memory while the transmission bnffer  is designated as the next 256 bytes of memory. In order to achieve the fastest
responses, both the flags and the data buffer are constantly monitored by both managers.

As of now, the flags implemented for this interface include the data alert, status message and message size
flags. The data alert flag is a two-way information flag. It is primarily used to alert the link manager to transmit the
data message stored in its buifer.  When set, it indicates that the mode manager is beii idled. When it is reset by the
communication manager, it indicates to the mode manager that a new data message has been placed in the transmis-
sion buffer and it should be sent immediately. Lastly, if the communication manager detects the flag to be reset, it
indicates that the link manager is unable to process further data messages for transmission, due to its processing of a
newly received message or transmitting the past message. The mode manager constantly polls this flag to determine if
there is new data for transmission. This flag is also used as a test for the integrity of the Proxim transceiver: the trans-
ceiver has probably malfunctioned if the flag is detected in its reset state for an excessive amotmt of time. The appro-
priate action can be taken when this time-out occurs.

The link manager also implements a status message flag. This flag is usually set by the communication man-
ager. Its value indicates the particular status message that the communication manager is desired to send. This flag is
used in conjunction with the data alert flag. If the data alert flag is reset and the status flag is of a non-zero value, an
appropriate status message would be composed in the transmission buffer  and transmitted by the transmission han-
dler. Currently. the only status message implemented is the end-of-experiment message. This flag serves to alert
receiving vehicles to end the experiment.

Lastly, one of the flag bytes is assigned to represent the size for the transmitted message. Unlike the two-
vehicle software, the multivehicle link manager is capable of handling messages in variable sizes. Thus, the message
size flag is used to specify the exact size of each message. Since all of the messages encountered in this experiment
have message sizes less then 256 bytes, a single byte is snfficient to describe the sizes of those messages.
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To provide a temporary buffer for the of storage of the next to-be-transmitted data message, the transmission
handler implements a transmission buffer. The size of the buffer is chosen to provide the minimum amount of storage
to accommodate all messages used throughout this experiment, but can also be conveniently represented as a one byte
quantity. This enables the sire of the message to be stored with the rest of the single byte flags. However, the buffer is
currently comigured for storage of a single message. All further storage requests are denied until the previous buff-
ered message has been transmitted.

When the mode manager detects that the communication manager has set the data alert flag, it immediately
starts the transmission handler. As its first action, the handler waits for the channel to be devoid of the F’roxim trans-
ceiver carrier; if a transceiver is activated while another is transmitting, all data transmitted after this moment are cor-
rupted. Although this is unlikely to occur in this conliguration since all transmissions take place after the previous
message has be completely received, this carrier detect/collision avoidance is implemented as a precautionary mea-
sure.

The transmission handler then recon@ures both the 85C30 SCC and the Proxim transceiver for the transmit
mode. Unlike the transceiver, the 85C30 is easily switched into the transmission mode. Due to its half-duplex nature,
the transceiver suffers performance degradation when it is forced to switch between its operating modes. The transmit
ready signal which signals the readiness of the transceiver, is found to be defective and unusable. Since all data sent
to the transceiver will be corrupted if it is not in the transmission mode, it becomes necessary for the transmission
handler to be certain that data is sent to the transceiver only after it is operating in the desired mode. Since the trans-
ceiver provides no feedback regarding its state of operation, the handler can only estimate the transceiver’s readiness.
To do this, the handler takes the time listed in the specification for the transceiver to switch from one mode to another,
which is about 1 ms, and adds a safety margin of 2 ms to derive the time the handler needs to wait after it commands
the transceiver to switch from reception to transmission mode. The 2 ms safety margin is divided into two 1 ms inter-
vals, one of which is used to allow the transceiver to settle into the transmission mode and the other to allow the
reception handlers to detect the transmitter’s carrier. The 1 ms for carrier detection is mostly due to the latency in the
execution of the CD routine. Thus, the handler needs to sit idle for approximately 3 ms before it is able to transmit the
actual data. This is unforttmate since the switching latency between operating modes made implementation of the
interfacing software more difficult.  Moreover, it reduces the amount of time available to an individual vehicle to han-
dle their communication duties.

While the F’roxim transceiver is switching into the transmission mode, the transmission handler attempts to
determine if the host wants to transmit a status message or a data message through the status message flag. If a status
message is signaled for, the corresponding transmission sequence is composed and becomes the next tobe-transmit-
ted message. Otherwise, the transmission handler notes that the data message stored in the transmission buffer  is the
next transmitted message.
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When the transceiver is ready for transmission, the handler quickly transfers the composed message to
85C30. The 85C30 then places the message together with the other relevant parameters into a SDLC frame and sends
it to the transceiver. When the transmission is completed, the handler releases the control of the ABcomm interface
back to the mode manager. The transceiver is also switched back to the reception mode, and this transition takes an
additional 2 ms to account for the actual transition and settling. At this time, the mode manager returns to its idling
state, monitoring transmissions in the communication channel. The entire transmission lasts approximately 6 ms for a
data message of 8 bytes.

The data messages are designed as to reduce the chance for corruption and to maximize the message capac-
ity without introducing complex schemes. Each data message is enclosed by a pair of flag control characters. These
control characters are different from the SDLC flag sequence, which delimits the entire frame. Thns, a higher level of
error-checks supplements the CRC checker provided by the SDLC protocol. The boundary flags and status messages
are implemented as escape sequences of two or more byte sequences that starts with the byte ‘OxlB.’ In order to
avoid confusion between the data byte ‘OxlB’ and the escape sequence, a technique similar to the SDLC’s “zero-bit
insertion” is implemented: all ‘OxlB’ data bytes are converted into 2 ‘OxlB’ bytes at the transmitter and are converted
back to a single ‘OxlB’ byte at the receiver. Any other sequences that start with the byte ‘OxlB’ are interpreted as
escape sequences.

The F’roxim transceiver is conhgnred for reception while it is not transmitting; this allows the resident mode
manager to monitor the network traffic and react quickly to any broadcasted messages. While in the reception mode,
the transceiver alerts the mode manager of an incoming transmission by setting the transceiver’s carrier detect (CD)
flag, indicating it has detected the transmission carrier from another transceiver. As it turns out, the CD flag is not a
reliable indication of the carrier: the transceiver often sets the CD flag even when the carrier is absent. This forces us
to add a round-about method of carrier detection: the presence of the carrier can be inferred from the CD flag by
counting the number of samples the CD flag is set over an interval: carrier is considered to be detected if the CD flag
is discovered to be set for more than an upper threshold. On the other hand, if the number of samples that are set falls
below a lower threshold, then it is assumed we have not detected a valid carrier. Upon the request for the statns of
CD, the threshold test is repeatedly performed until the test is passed, and the CD flag is debounced.

Currently, the mode manager performs 40 CD flag sampling operations per interval. In addition, it sets the
upper threshold to 92% of the samples in the interval and the lower threshold to 8%. Therefore, the CD is considered
to be valid if the CD flag is set more than 36 of the 40 samples. On the otherhand, carrier is considered to be absent if
the CD flag is set for less than 4 of the 40 samples. The number of samples per interval and the thresholds are deter-
mined through trial-and-error. These quantities are chosen to allow reliable determination of the carrier in the shortest
interval.

It is necessary to accurately determine the presence of the carrier. If the 85C30  SCC is set to the reception
mode while the carrier is not present, the SCC would receive the artifacts produced by the automatic gain control
(AGC) mechanism on the transceiver. Since the carrier is not present, the AGC assumes that the received signal is too
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weak for processing and attempts to amplify the signal. The resulting data is interpreted as a bit stream of 1s. Unfor-
tunately, this happens to be the SDLC ‘break’ sequence, where the SCC needs to be reset to restore its functions.
Unfortunately, resetting the SCC also causes the transceiver to operate in the transmission mode. Without the corre-
sponding data transmission, this inflicts a similar idling condition on the other SCCs used in the experiment. Thus, it
is necessary to have an accurate detection of the carrier.

When the carrier is detected, the mode manager switches the SCC into the reception mode and waits for the
message-start flag delimiter. The mode manager executes the reception handler when it detects the delimiter flag
sequence. The reception handler continues to process all information received after the flag and transfers them to the
reception buffer. After a second delimiter flag sequence is received by the handler, it is assumed that the message is
completely received and the reception manager ignores rest of the transmission. However, if the CRC-error flag is
detected or the SDLC end-of-frame flag is set before the reception handler detects the second delimiter sequence, the
message is considered to be corrupt and an error flag is set to alert the communication manager.

With the message completely in the buffer, the handler then parses the content of the message to determine
the nature of the message. If it detects the escape sequence ‘OxlB’ as the first byte and a non-‘OxlB’ as the second
byte of the message, the received message is interpreted as a status message. The handler sets the appropriate status
flag and alerts the communication manager of the message. Otherwise, the message is considered to contain data only
and the appropriate flag is set to alert the communication manager. At this time, the reception handler returns the con-
trol of the ATcomm interface back to the mode manager.

All exchanges between the mode manager/reception handler and the communication manager are made
through a bank of reception flags and reception buffer located in the dual-port memory on the ATcomm interface.
Although both the transmission and the reception flags are located in dual-port memory, they reside in two different
16 Kbyte memory pages. Thus, it is very unlikely for transmission-related exchanges to interfere with the data and
flags in the reception memory page, and vice versa.

Flags and data buffer for the reception interface are implemented in a structure similar to the transmission
data interface. The first 16 bytes of the reception memory page are used to represent the flags used for the information
exchange while the next 256 bytes are used as a reception data buffer. To provide both the current and recent data
messages, the 256 bytes are structured into a circular buffer. As with the two vehicle software, this buffer is essen-
tially a series of storage spaces managed by the buffer manager residing in the receive handler. Each storage space
can be of variable number of bytes depending on the size of the received data message. When a message is accepted
by the reception handler, the buffer manager stores it in the first available buffer space. Moreover, the buffer manager
stores subsequent messages directly after the previous stored message. This is continued until the entire buffer is
filled, at which time the buffer manager releases the space storing the oldest message for new receptions. Thus, the
buffer manager creates a circular buffer for the received messages.
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To assure access to the latest correct message, the buffer manager updates the current location of this space
only after the entire message has been successfully stored in the circular buffer. Two indicators are used to identify
the latest received message: the first indicates the relative memory location of the message within the buffer block
while the second indicates the length of that message. Together, they pinpoint the location and the length of the mes-
sage, allowing it to be retrieved from the buffer. Moreover, since all messages are expected to be less than 256 bytes
long and only 256 bytes are allocated to the buffer, the two indicators are conveniently represented by two bytes.

An important advantage of using a circular structure for temporary data storage is that it relaxes the con-
straint on the time available to the communication manager to access the received message without losing the mes-
sage. Although not present in the current implementation of the buffer manager, an indexing system can be added to
keep track of all the messages stored in the circular buffer, regardless of the size and the contents of the message. This
enables the communication manager to miss a number of received messages but still have the capability to retrieve
the missed data. However, if the communication manager neglects to process the buffered messages for an extended
amount of time, they could be overwritten by newer messages. Although it is unlikely for the communication man-
ager to miss that many messages, any B of this would clearly indicate that the communication  manager
needs to streamline its operations. For applications where a larger data storage is required, the overall size of the
buffer can be easily expanded from 256 bytes to 16 Kbytes.

In addition to the reception data buffer, the mode manager/reception handler also implements some alert
flags for the communication handler to describe status of the reception handler. These flags includes: data alert flag,
status message flag, message location indicator, message size indicator, and message error flag. The data alert flag
indicates that a new message has been successfnlly  received, waiting to be transferred to the application. The message
size indicator shows the size of the received message while the location describes the whereabouts of the message in
the buffer. Lastly, the message error flag alerts the communication manager that it has received a corrupted message.

Numerous avenues are left in the link manager for future  implementation of the functions not yet designed.
For instance, a more sophisticated error-checking and correction algorithm can be easily integrated with the link man-
ager. However, it should be noted that the primary responsibility of the link manager is to provide control over the
transceiver and to perform the necessary transmission and reception tasks. Therefore, the lii manager should not be
burdened with tasks that are superhuous  to the primary fnnctions of the manager. This is especially true for wide
bandwidth applications, where the link manager only has enough time to provide rudimentary data processing func-
tions. Thus, any new communication functions, including error-checking and corrections, should be placed in the
commnnication manager, where more system resonrces are readily available.

4.3.2. The Communication Manager

The communication manager software is implemented in the upper level protocol-related functions as
opposed to the device level controls which are implemented by link manager. The separation between the communi-
cation and the lii manager allows them to operate independently from each other, which enables implementation of
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different network protocols over the same low level link control software. Furthermore, the communication manager
is further divided into a transmission manager and a reception manager, each of which is an independent VRIX task,
providing their respective network services to the host controller.

A polling-based scheme is selected for the communication manager. In this scheme, whenever the manager
is activated by the real-time control, the manager continuously monitors the status of the link manager, enabling it to
quickly respond to incoming alerts. Unlike an interrupt-driven scheme, polling reduces the complexity of the soft-
ware by eliminating the interrupt service routine, ISR, but at the expense of having a a heavier system overhead due
to the constant monitoring. Thanks to the amount of system resources available, however, the amount of overhead is
negligible. The flow diagram for the communication software is shown in figure 16.
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Figure 16. Flow Diagram of Communication Manager (Multivehicle  Link)
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The comrnnnication manager provides an ordering of transmissions, like that of a token-bus network. This is
necessary to avoid collisions from multiple active transmitters, which may result in a non-deterministic link recovery
time. Therefore, transmissions are made using the following order: the right to transmit is passed from one vehicle to
another in the form of a token. whenever the token is returned to the lead vehicle, a new round of transmissions is
started. The ordering of transmissions is designed according to the physical location of the vehicle: vehicles in the
front of the platoon transmits before. those in the rear. Since the vehicle identifications are given according to their
location, this enables vehicles with lower vehicle identification to transmit and generate control before those with
higher identification. The timing diagram for the token passing is shown in figure 17.

The manager in the lead vehicle takes on the additional management task of monitoring the integrity of the
link. For this project, link integrity is indicated by the existence of traffic over the link. The link is considered to be
severed if the monitoring station does not detect any transmission in an interval of two control loop time. The result-
ing timeout restarts the current control loop and initiates a new round of transmission. Fnrthermore.  an error message
is displayed on the system console, thereby allowing the user to respond to the timeout. In the current experiments,
the user aborts the experiment when a timeout signal is enconntered. Note that all vehicles performs channel monitor-
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ing while they participate in the network. However, only the lead vehicle is selected as the monitoring station. This
selection is made for the following reasons: first, more system resources available for performing this task on the lead
vehicle than on any other vehicles since it performs no control generation. Moreover, since a timeout may re-start a
round of transmission, the lead vehicle must be notified of this re-start. Thus, using the lead vehicle to monitor the
link effectively eliminates any communication overhead as a consequence of the transmission of timeout message to
the lead vehicle. Finally, since the link protocol for platoon merging is planned to be implemented in the lead vehicle,
this consolidates link management to a single vehicle.

4.3.2.1. At The Lead Vehicle

The lead vehicle starts each round of transmission by sending the data it collected to the communication
manager, which in turn activates the transmission manager. The transmission manager assembles the necessary infor-
mation to form the data message. For this experiment, the vehicle data is composed of the vehicle’s velocity and
acceleration in the form of two two-byte integer. Next, the manager combines these data with the current timestamp
(another two byte integer) and the vehicle identification number (1 byte integer). Finally, the message is prepended
with an one byte quantity to indicate the length of the entire message, forming the desired message body of 8 bytes.
The body is then enclosed with message start and end flags, defined by two-two byte escape sequences, to form the
complete message. An escape sequence is defined as a sequence of bytes that starts with the escape character, OxlB
(hexadecimal); the sequence is used to distinguish transmission control codes from the actual data. To avoid any con-
fusion between a data byte “OxlB”  :md a control byte “OxlB,”  byte stuffing is employed so that a data byte is now
represented as an escape sequence of 2 “OxlB” bytes. The original data is returned as byte stuffing is reversed at the
reception manager. The complete SDLC packet is formed when the SDLC protocol controller adds an additional6
bytes to the packet, for a total length of 18 bytes per packet. The structure of a data packet is shown in figure 18.

After the data message is formed and downloaded to the transmission buffer on the ATcomm  board, the
transmission manager alerts the link manager to transmit the stored message. At the same time, the control mecha-
nism on the lead vehicle activates a fixed interval timer to maintain a constant loop time and for timeout alerts gener-
ation. From various simulations, the loop time has been determined to be 55 ms. At this point, the transmission
manager suspends itself, waiting to be called again for the next transmission.

The transmission manager may also transmit a status message. A status message is broadcast from one vehi-
cle to all others on the link to inform them the occurrence of a condition. The message body is composed by the con-
troller, describing the status it wants to broadcast. The transmission manager then adds an escape character to the
message, to inform the reception manager to forward the message to the controller. Since the message can be of vari-
able length, a message size byte is prepended to the message. Lastly, the message is enclosed in the message start and
end flags, and sent to the link manager for transmission.

Between data transmission and the expiration of the loop timer, the manager monitors all messages the link
carries through the reception manager. None of the data messages is passed to the controller, since the lead controller
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does not need to use data from other vehicles. If the transmission from the last vehicle is not detected by the reception
manager within one loop interval, a timeout signal is generated. The loop, however, is restarted as the lead vehicle
transmits its latest sampled data. If the timeout signal persists over several loops, the manager then declares that the
link has been severed and requests the host controller to take the appropriate actions. Current implementation calls for
the termination of the experiment when the timeout signal exists for 20 consecutive loops.

The only instance at which the reception manager forwards a received message to its host controller is when
it receives a status message. As noted previously, a status message is represented by an escape sequence and can eas-
ily be recognized by the reception manager. This message is passed to the controller so the appropriate actions can be
taken at its earliest convenience.

4.3.2.2. At The Following Vehicle

As with the lead vehicle, the communication manager for the following vehicles is divided into two comple-
mentary VRTX tasks: the transmission and reception manager. The transmission manager is activated only when the
controller needs to perform transmission. Otherwise, it is suspended to conserve system resources. The reception
manager, on the other hand, implements a polling-based scheme, which monitors the link manager for newly received
messages.

The communication manager starts by activating the reception manager, which monitors transmission from
the other vehicles in the platoon. Meanwhile, it suspends the transmission manager, since this vehicle has not
received the right-to-transmit token. Of all the transmissions the reception manager receives, the manager is only
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Figure 18. Packet Design for the Multi-Vehicle Communication Link
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interested in the data messages transmitted from either the lead vehicle or the vehicle immediately preceding the cur-
rent vehicle (which the control algorithm needed), and status messages from any vehicle. Data transmission from
vehicles other than the two listed above ate uniformly masked from the controller.

When the reception manager receives the lead vehicle’s data message (by examining the vehicle identifica-
tion included in the message), it immediately informs the host controller to start a new control loop, and resets its 55
ms control loop timer. It also attempts to extract the data from the received message and forwards it to the controller.
Since the transmission is broadcast in nature, this transmission synchronizes the control activities in all of the follow-
ing vehicles. When the data is completely extracted, the reception manager returns back to its link monitoring activi-
ties.

If the data transmission is determined to have been transmitted from the preceding vehicle, then the data
within the packet is extracted and passed on to the controller. It also informs the controller that it has received the
right-to-transmit token, and it is ready to perform its next transmission. At this time, the controller is expected to col-
lect its own vehicle data and generate the appropriate controls. In addition, the controller needs to transmit a status
message instead of a data message, which is subject to the vehicle’s status. In order to allow the maximum number of
vehicles to participate in the communication, each vehicle is allowed to make only one transmission in each transmis-
sion loop. Therefore, the right-to-transmit token is transferred with the vehicle’s transmission. If a status message is
needed to he transmitted, then the composed data message for this particular loop is removed from the memory.

At this point the transmission manager is activated to compose the desired message. Both data and messages
are formatted in an identical layout as described in the previous section for the lead vehicle’s wmmunication man-
ager. The composed message is transferred to the lii manager, which performs the actual transmission, and the pass-
ing of the right-to-transmit token.

If the received message is a status message, its content is immediately forwarded to the controller for pro-
cessing regardless of its origin. Currently, the only status message implemented is the ‘IERMINATE  message. The
reception of this message indicates that its sender has terminated its automatic control, and any controller that
receives this message should take the same action.

Each of the communication manager on the following vehicles implements a local timeout detector. This is
used to detect the lack of activity from the preceding vehicle. This timeout signal is generated when the manager fails
to receive any transmission from the preceding vehicle before the control loop timer expires. When this occurs, the
manager immediately informs the wntroller that the link has timed out. The controller then takes whatever action is
appropriate for this situation.
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5. Link Performance

The wmmunication link is first tested in laboratory conditions and then in real-world situations. While not
spectacular, the results obtained do give us insights toward this implementation of the wmmunication link.

5.1. Under Laboratory Conditions

The link is first implemented and tested indoors, since this is where all the development and testing tools are
located. The tests took place in an office-sized (about 15 feet by 20 feet) room in Richmond Field Station, which is
probably constructed out of wood. The 386 PC-compatible computers and its communication equipments are placed
next to each other, with the computer powering both the ATcomm interface board and the Proxim radio. Furthermore,
there are no substantial obstacles that would block the line-of-sight transmissions from the cellular antennas wn-
netted to the Proxim radios.

Fist, the two vehicle communications lii is tested. This series of experiments am performed in the Decem-
her of 1990. While two computers are used in place of the actual vehicles, the tests are performed using the completed
two vehicle control software. The data acquisition mechanism is manipulated in such a way that it always returns a
constant value back to the control application. The control application is run on each of the computers, with one wn-
figured to be the lead vehicle and the other to be the following vehicle. As with the design, a new control/transmission
loop is started every 55 ms. Within this 55 ms, we expects the lead vehicle to transmit one data transmission while the
following vehicle to generate one set of controls. Further, ah transmissions and any data corrupted flags are saved
onto a magnetic media for off-line analysis.

We have performed a number of the above tests over a range of durations, varying from a minute to a few
minutes. From viewing the results obtained from the testing, it is apparent that the radio-based wmmunication link is
adequate to support the demands of the a two-vehicle control application. We have not experienced any communica-
tion errors over the duration of the test, which seems to indicate the reliability of the radios operating at close quarters
and over a duration of a few minutes.

We have also experimented with how the link would recover once it detected the link is being severed. To
simulate a severed link, we start the experiment with the above setup, and then we suspend the transmitting wmputer.
Thus, as far as the receiving vehicle is concerned, the link has been severed. We observed that the communication
manager at the receiving vehicle alerts the controller after the timeout condition has occurred. However, as soon as it
detects the next transmission from the transmitting computer, the manager cancels the timeout signal and reconstructs
the link.

The multiple-vehicle wmmunication link is next tested. This took place in May of 1991. Here, four wmput-
ers are used in place of the proposed four vehicle platoon, and the appropriate software is loaded to all of these wm-
puters. As with the two-vehicle experiments, the wmputers are placed quite close to each other. Therefore, it is
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expected that there should not be any data corrupted messages in the transmission log. In addition, the link is be used
to support a variable number of stations, ranging from two stations to four. This tests the link’s ability to support pla-
toons of different sizes.

The results from the multi-vehicle experiments using the above setup are as expected. No data transmission
errors are observed, and the link is able to support the communication needs for platoons with different sizes (up to
four vehicles) within 55 ms. Further, we examine how the computers that are using the link react when the link is lost.
To simulate this, we shut one of the computers off, and proceed to observe the link’s reaction.

Our observations are as expected. If the lead computer has not been shut off, then we observed that each of
the computers behind the malfunctioning computer exhibits the timeout signal, at which point the controller on those
vehicles reuses the previous successfully received data for its wntrol calculation. In addition, the lead vehicle also
noted that the link has been severed, and it also generates a timeout alert to its controller. However, as the loop timer
expired on the lead computer, a new loop is started and a new data message is transmitted, which in turn resets the
wntrol loop at the following computers. When the malfunctioning computer is put back into operation, the link is
recovered with the next round of transmissions, starting with the one from the lead computer.

From calculations and observations, we concluded that it takes approximately 8 ms on the average for each
vehicle to perform its wmmunication duties. This is consistent with our theoretical estimate where 3 ms each are
used to wait for the Proxim radio to switch from receive operation mode to transmit operation mode, and vice versa,
1 ms for the data acquisition, and 1 ms for the actual data transmission.

5.2. In the Real-World

With the success of the link operating under the laboratory conditions, we are quite puzzled by the poor per-
formance of the communication liis when placed in real vehicles. The vehicles we used for testing the communica-
tion links are all donated to us by Ford. They consist of three Ford Towncars  and one Ford Crown Victoria. The power
for the computer is obtained from an DC-to-AC power converter installed in each of the vehicles. The radio trans-
ceivers are all equipped with an antenna extension, to allow the transceivers to receive signals without attenuation
caused by the vehicle’s metal body.

We first performed the two vehicle communication tests over various stretches of roadways in Richmond
Field Station (see figure 19). This is experimented in March of 1991. The vehicles are driven in such a way that the
antemras always have a line-of-sight between them. Lastly, we varied the separation between the vehicles, to observe
the effective range of the transceiver. Later, the test is repeated on a stretch of highway in San Diego. We observed
some interesting results.

With the separation of antennas ranging from 50 to 100 feet, the lii is still able to support the traffic needed
by the control algorithm. The link, however, exhibits a significant number of corrupted packets (approximately 1%)
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out of all packets that were transmitted. Given that a typical experiment lasts approximately 45 seconds, at 55 ms per
loop and 16 bytes (the complete SDLC frame) per transmission per loop, the link would have carried approximately
115,200 bits ( 45 set * 20 loops / set * 16 bytes/loop * 8 bits/byte ) of information over this experiment. Assuming
that each corrupted packet contains exactly one corrupted bit (the best scenario), this gives a bit error rate (BER) of 1
in 12800 bits. This is a factor of 10 worse than the specified BEX of lem5, and is a drastic change from its behavior in
the laboratory. We are unable to explain discrepancy in the high BE3 experienced by the link when the equipment is
used in a non-laboratory environment. It had been suggested that the high BER may be caused by radio-frequency
interferences generated from various electrical components on the vehicles. Another explanation brought forth
accuses the noises created by the DC-to-AC converter, which made the delicate electronics on the transceivers much
less reliable. Neither of these explanations has been verified, however.

Next, we increased the separation between the two antennas, attempting to find the range of the Proxim
transceivers. By gradually increasing the distance from the lead vehicle to the following vehicle, we are able to
observe the percentage of successful transmissions versus the total number of transmissions. We found that the trans-
ceiver has an effective range of approximately 700 feet, or about l/8 of a mile. The link is unable to successfully
transport data between the vehicles if the vehicles are separated by more than 700 feet. The closer the two transceiv-
ers, the better the link performs. This observed range is, again, much worse than the quarter mile range specified by

Proxim Transceiver Proxim Transceiver

Host Computer Host Computer

Following vehicle Lead vehicle

Figure 19. Two Vehicle Communication Setup
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the transceiver. Furthermore, the range seems to be reduced while the vehicles are in motion. We observe that if one
vehicle is set in motion while the other remains stationary, the average number of corrupted packets is much greater
than when both vehicles remain stationary. Several suggestions have been offered in an attempt to explain the low
range measurements. For instance, this may be caused by using the suboptimal antenna for the Proxim transceivers,
or we have not supplied enough power to the transceiver. The latter may be disproved, when we are able to measure
the desired voltage drop across the transceiver’s power supply. As of the time of this writing, we have not discovered
a way to increase the range of the transceiver.

The above findings have proven to be much less than desired. With a higher than expected bit-error-rate, the
desired performance of the link may be placed in serious jeopardy, as the link may have a hard time to maintain the
desired rate of throughput. With a shorter than expected range, this limits the size of the platoon and the separation
between vehicles that can be supported by the platoon. (for example: from the previous paragraph, the distance
between the lead and the last vehicle must be under 700 feet. If two consecutive vehicles are separated by 100 feet,
then the platoon can only support 7 vehicles). As a consequence, these limitations may significantly contribute to set-
ting a lower upper limit on the number of vehicles that can be supported by the link.

We then proceeded to the multiple-vehicle control experiments (see figure 20). Due to a problem in obtain-
ing the vehicles, experiments involving three vehicles were delayed to around February of 1992. The four-vehicle
experiments didn’t take place until the end of May, 1992.

As with the two-vehicle experiments, the multi-vehicle experiments are conducted in two locations: a
straight roadway in the Richmond Field Station and a stretch of highway near San Diego. One communication unit is
installed in each of the vehicles. Since four vehicles are allocated for this experiment, it is also the maximum number
of vehicles the link needs to support. Since the range and the BE% information have been observed in the two-vehicle
experiments, the primary goal for these experiments is to determine if the link is capable of supporting the volume of
data traffic that is demanded by the wntrol algorithm. Specifically, we are interested in observing how the link
behaves in a real-world multiple-access environment, under real-time wnstraints.

Unlike the two-vehicle communication link, the multiple-vehicle link needs to address the problem of multi-
ple access. Here, multiple transmitters are given access to the shared medium. To avoid collisions, the link is designed
to regulate the order of transmission. Although the design worked successfully in the laboratory, we are unsure of
how it behaves in a real-world environment. We are also lcoking for the amotmt of time that is needed for the receiv-
ers to detect the carrier from any particular vehicle. Since the vehicles are now much farther than they were in the lab-
oratory, we expect that it will take longer for the vehicles to detect a valid carrier. We would like to see how this
affects the performance of the link.

The results are quite interesting. From our observations, it takes almost the entire 55 ms for all four vehicles
to perform one loop worth of data transmissions. If accurate timing is not strictly maintained, it is very likely that the
last vehicle won’t be able to transmit within the 55 ms interval. Although a degradation in link’s performance is
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expected, we did not expect that the link would use almost the entire 55 ms for data transmission. This is a distressing
result, since it eliminates the possibility of adding more vehicles to the platoon. Moreover, it also renders adding net-
work extensions (such as providing transport between two or more platoons) much more difficult. More time must be
made available before the link is able to be extended.

’Proxim Transceiver Pro’&  Transceiver\ Proxim Transceiv& Pro&  Transceiver

Host Computer Host Computer Host computer
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Following vehicles

Gost  Computer
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Figure 20. Multiple-Vehicles Platoon Communication Setup
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In spite of these results, however, the current implementation of the communication link has proven to be
capable of supporting a four-vehicle communication platoon. We have conducted numerous four vehicle platoon
experiments, and in each of these expkments,  the link is able to satisfy the data transport capabilities required by the
wntrokr.
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6. Limitations of the Communication Link

6.1. Hardware Limitations

The wmmunication link, as implemented in this experiment, has several problems. The most crucial limita-
tion that exists in the commtmication link lies in the transceiver hardware. It was observed that it can only operate in
half-duplex communication mode. The half-duplex operations of the transceiver force us to take into consideration
the transmission switching delay of the transceiver, which turns out to be the slowest of all of the communication
equipment (on the order of milliseconds). Therefore, a sign&ant  amount of time must be allocated to allow the trans-
ceiver to switch between the two operating modes in order to avoid wrrupting  any data that is presently being trans-
mitted or received. This is a major concern in this real-time platoon experiments. A full-duplex transceiver is much
better suited for real-time sensitive tasks like this.

With the hardware used in this experiment, it is predicted that the link can only supports four vehicles in
each platoon. In addition, more agile transceivers are necessary for the communication link to support more than four
vehicles. Furthermore, the transceiver must be able to provide satisfactory performance when used under real-world
environments. The Proxim transceiver, in its current state, is lacking in both of these characteristics. It fails to provide
the necessary mechanism for reliable transceiver control. Furthermore, its performance appears to have degraded
when it is used in a mobile environment. The transceiver that is used for the next phase of this experiment should
prove to be satisfactory in both of these operational characteristics.

Lastly, the current setup suffers from lack of wmmunication between the two pieces of communication con-
trol hardware: the host computer and the AIwmm interface board. It is almost  impossible to provide a complete con-
trol to the host computer without seriously burdening the software running on the ATwmm interface. Although the
AIwmm interface board enables independent data processing from the host computer, it is believed that the host
computer able to handle the additional AIwmm’s communication processing without major diiculties, and a simple
85C30 serial controller card without ATcomm’s  intelligence is better suited in this experiment.

6.2. Software Limitations

A serious limitation in the current communication software is in its error-processing capabilities at both the
transmitting and the receiving vehicle. At the transmitting vehicle, the Proxim transceiver’s half-duplex operations
made transmitter error-checking practically impossible: it is too time-wnsuming (due to all the associated switching
delays) for the communication link to provide feedback to the transmitter from the receiver. The transmitter is, there-
fore, left with almost no self error-checking capability. Currently, there is no error recovery performed when an error
has occurred in the data transmissions.
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Since the transmitter is unable to make any error-checking (except for the CRC generation), the burden of
error-checking is placed on the receiving software. Currently, only a crude error-checking routine is implemented.
More effective error-checking and correction algorithms should be implemented.

The current wmmunication software cannot accommodate communication hardware that has a significantly
higher data transfer rate than the Proxim transceiver. The current data transfer rate, which is limited by the Roxim
transceivers, is a respectable 121 Kbitskcond. However, in order for the link to provide better services to the vehi-
cles, faster means of data transfer must be used. The current AI’wmm software possesses too much overhead, mostly
due to the polling of the 85C30, to provide reliable handling of faster communication. To accommodate wmmunica-
tion at higher rates, a more efficient device link manager must be written. More importantly, the new driver must
abandon the 85C30 polling scheme and take the advantage of the high speed DMA transfer available. For now, with
wmmunications performed with the Proxim transceivers, the polling technique is an adequate solution.
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7. Future Improvements of Radio-Based Communication Link

As this report repeatedly stressed, the weakest component used in the wmmunication link is the Proxim
transceiver. Its sluggish response to transmission mode changes limits its utilization in this project. Therefore, the
performance of the communication link can be dramatically improved when the Proxim transceivers are either
improved or replaced by a full-duplex capable wmmunication transceiver. This eliminates the requirement for the
transceiver to be switched between different modes of operations. It is likely that the best improvement the current
communication scheme can obtain is to dedicate an independent full-duplex wmmunication channel between every
vehicles in the platoon experiments. Thus, a full-duplex, low overhead wmmunication link can be realized. For
instance, a simultaneous full-duplex radio-based wmmunication link between two vehicles can be established by
simply installing two Proxim transceivers, preset to different frequencies, into each of the vehicles. The two trans-
ceivers are wnfigmed in such a way hat the function of one transceiver is always the opposite of the other. Therefore,
since each vehicle on the link can receive and transmit informations at the same time, a full-duplex communication
link has been set up.

This setup is obviously ludicrous, since the additional equipment (twice as many transceivers) and addi-
tional software complexity (managing two transceivers on each AIcomm interface) are not worth the small increase
in the throughput in the communication link. At more than one thousand dollars per board, not wtmting  the support-
ing hardware, the Proxim transceiver is an expensive investment. Moreover, since only four independent channels are
available for the Proxim transceivers, the a radio-based communication link can only support a maximum four paral-
lel data channels. This limits the number of vehicles that can be supported by the communication link, Thus, a Proxim
radio-based communication scheme !.s inadequate to handle the amount of traf6c existing in larger platoons. A differ-
ent communication transceiver must be used.

Less dramatic improvements can also be obtained for the current communication hardware setup. By opting
for more complex link protocols, it is possible to increase the throughput of the communication system. The complex-
ity of the protocol is limited by the processing power of the Alcomm interface board.

An example of a more complex protocol can be described as follows: it is recognized that the maximum
capacity of the link can accommodate network traffic for platoons of several vehicles. When the link is used to sup-
port smaller platoons, the link can be underutilized with intervals where the link rests in idle. In order to maximize the
utility of the link, this idling interval can be used for broadcasting information in addition to that used for the control
process. For example, this interval can be used to receive transmission from other platoons and/or vehicles, request-
ing to merge with the receiving platoon. All vehicles are given the right-to-transmit token when the wmmunication
loop has progressed into this idling state. In this contention interval, the vehicles compete with each other for the
right to transmit. If a vehicle has suo~ssfully  begin its transmission in this interval, the other vehicles restrain them-
selves from further transmission until the channel is released by the transmitting vehicle. When two or more vehicles
attempt to transmit simultaneously, the transmissions are corrupted, and the vehicles must retransmit this corrupted
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information when the channel is cleared. Thus, this network combines ethernet-like CDMA  structure together with
token-bus architecture in order to maximize the utilization of the communication link.

For the static multi-vehicle platoon control experiments, where the size of the platoon remains constant, only
the network management data is transmitted in the contention interval. For example, if an abort condition was devel-
oped after the vehicle passed its transmission token to another, the aborting vehicle can use this interval to transmit a
request-to-end experiment alert. Thus, it can send a priority message before the token is returned to that vehicle. For
large platoons, this can save a signiticant  amount of time. For dynamic multivehicle platoon control experiments, like
the platoon merge experiments, the contention interval can be used for inter-platoon communication. [ 131
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